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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

PURPOSE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

The County of Kaua‘i (County), Department of Public Works, Parks Division is proposing
a new capital improvement project to benefit the residents and visitors of the Kawaihau District
on the island of Kaua‘i. This project involves the development of a new soccer park and related
amenities. This project is referred to as the “Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project.”
The proposed Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project will provide an additional recreational resource
for the soccer community in the historic Kapa‘a Town. The primary purpose of this soccer park
is to alleviate the shortage of soccer fields within this area of Kaua‘i. The recreational use of this
park will not be limited to only soccer, but will also be open to the public for other leisure and
sport related activities. The development of this project will include park related amenities such
as a new comfort station, jogging/ walking path, and paved parking lot. This new soccer park
will be publicly owned and operated by the County Department of Public Works, Parks Division.
Figure 1.1 shows the project’s location on the island of Kaua‘i and within Kapa‘a Town.
The proposed site for the Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project will be situated on an approximately
11.5-acre parcel identified as Tax Map Key (TMK): (4) 4-05-015: 036. The triangular-shaped
project site is bordered by Mō‘īkeha Canal to the south, a cane haul road to the north, and
existing residences and businesses to the east. The TMK boundary is shown on Figure 1.1. A
summary of pertinent project related information is provided in Table 1.1 on page 3 of this
document.
This document identifies basis for design components that assisted in the development of
the project’s conceptual site plan configuration and accessory amenities being provided. These
design components were used to develop and evaluate practical park configurations in efforts to
make appropriate use of available space given existing constraints and site conditions.
This Final Environmental Assessment (Final EA) was prepared to address the probable
impacts on the surrounding environment resulting from the proposed improvements associated
with the new Kapa‘a Soccer Park. This document was prepared in conformance to the regulatory
and documentation requirements prescribed under Chapter 343, Environmental Impact
Statements, Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS), otherwise referred to as the “Hawaii
Environmental Impact Statement Law” or HEISL, and Title 11, Chapter 200 (Environmental
Impact Statement Rules) of the State Department of Health’s Administrative Rules (HAR).
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Source:
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County of Kauai, Department of Public Works
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Table 1.1 Summary Information
Project Name:

Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project

Proposing Agency:

Parks Division
Department of Public Works
County of Kaua‘i
4444 Rice Street
Mō‘īkeha Building, Suite 275
Līhu‘e, Kaua‘i, Hawai‘i 96766-1340
Contact: Mr. Mel Nishihara, Park Administrator

Authorized Agent:

SSFM International, Inc.
501 Sumner Street, Suite 620
Honolulu, Hawai‘i 96817-1308
Contact: Mr. Ronald Sato, AICP

Approving Agency:

Department of Public Works, County of Kaua‘i

Project Description:

Development of a new soccer park complex in the town of Kapa‘a,
Kaua‘i. The project will involve the construction of two soccer fields
along with related park amenities such as a comfort station, drinking
fountains, jogging / walking path, and paved parking area.

Project Location:

This project site is located in the Kawaihau Planning District along the
east shore of the island of Kaua‘i. The park site is approximately 11.5
acres which includes the areas for the parking lot and comfort station.

Existing Use:

Currently undeveloped and vacant.

Land Ownership:

The land for this project is currently owned by the State of Hawai‘I, but
jurisdiction of the parcel has been transferred to the County of Kaua‘i. A
section of this property is planned to be acquired by the State
Department of Transportation for right-of-way (ROW) purposes involving
the proposed Kapa‘a Relief Route (Permanent Bypass Road).

Tax Map Key:

(4) 4-05-015: 036

Land Use Designations:

State Land Use:

Urban District

County Zoning:

R-20, Residential District and Open District

General Plan:

Urban Center

SMA District:

The project site is not located within the SMA.

Kapa‘a-Wailuā Development Plan: STA-C, Special Treatment Area C

A Draft Environmental Assessment (Draft EA) was published in the September 8, 2006
issue of State Office of Environmental Quality Control’s The Environmental Notice in
conformance to these regulatory requirements. The 30-day public comment period for the
review of that Draft EA ended on October 9, 2006. Subsequently, this Final EA was prepared
based upon the comments received on the Draft EA, and a Negative Declaration, also referred to
as a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI), is consequently being issued for this project.
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LAND USE CLASSIFICATIONS AND DESIGNATIONS

State Land Use Districts
Under Chapter 205, HRS, all lands in the State of Hawai‘i are classified into four major
land use districts (State Land Use Districts) which are the Urban, Rural, Agricultural, and
Conservation districts (State of Hawai‘i, 2000). The boundaries of these districts are shown on
maps referred to as State Land Use District Boundary Maps. For each land use district
classification, there are defined uses or activities permitted which are described under §205-2,
HRS, and regulated by the State Land Use Commission.
The Kapa‘a Soccer Park site and surrounding areas are classified as “Urban District” on the
State’s Land Use District Boundary Map. Figure 1.2 shows the project area in relation to the
State’s land use district boundaries. Activities or uses permitted within the Urban District are
provided by ordinances or regulations of the county within which the Urban District is situated.
Thus, the project site along with other Urban District lands on the island of Kaua‘i are regulated
by the ordinances and regulations of the County of Kaua‘i.
County of Kaua‘i General Plan
The County of Kaua‘i General Plan was revised and adopted by the County in 2000
(adopted under Ordinance No. 753, November 30, 2000), and serves as a document providing
guidance for land use regulations, locations and characteristics of new developments and
facilities, and planning for County and State facilities and services (County, 2000). Under the
General Plan’s Land Use Maps for the Kawaihau Planning District, the Kapa‘a area containing
the project site is designated as “Urban Center.” Figure 1.3 shows the project site in relation to
the Kawaihau Planning District Map land use designations.
County of Kaua‘i Zoning
The County of Kaua‘i zoning map for the area was reviewed to identify current zoning
classifications for the project site and surrounding areas. Based upon this zoning map, the
majority of the project site is zoned R-20, Residential District with a maximum density of twenty
(20) dwelling units per acre. A portion of the project site is also zoned Open District. Figure 1.4
shows the project site in relation to County zoning designations.
Special Management Area
Under Chapter 205A (Coastal Zone Management), HRS, the County is given authorization
to regulate land uses located within the established Special Management Area (SMA) for the
island of Kaua‘i. Review of Kaua‘i’s SMA Map for the Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project site and
immediate surrounding area determined that the entire project site is situated outside of the SMA
boundary, and thus not subject to these regulations.
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Figure 1.3
Source:
Kauai General Plan (Nov. 2000)
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Kapa‘a-Wailuā Development Plan
The Kapa‘a-Wailuā Development Plan was adopted by the County in 1975 (adopted under
Ordinance No. 254, June 4, 1975) and serves as a guide for the community and government in
the attainment of the economic, social, cultural and environmental goals of the study area. Its
purpose is to both protect the natural beauty of the subject area and provide framework for the
organized growth of the community.
According to this development plan, the proposed site for the Kapa‘a Soccer Park is
located within the SPA-C, Special Planning Area – C designation. The boundary for this special
area designation begins north of Mō‘īkeha Canal, flanks both sides (mauka and makai) of Kūhiō
Highway, and stretches up to the existing Cane Haul Road (see Exhibit 1 ▼). Special Planning
Areas A and B are also shown on the map provided below.

Exhibit 1 Kapa‘a Wailuā Planning Area Development Plan (1975)
The Kapa‘a-Wailuā Development Plan projected future uses for each Special Planning
Area. In 1975, SPA-C was originally intended to become the future site of a marina and
shopping center. However, these plans were developed according to community and private
landowner plans in the early 70’s. Since then, landowners’ plans and the community’s needs
have changed along with development patterns in the area. Therefore, this site is now owned by
the County and proposed for the soccer park project.
-8-
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CHAPTER 2
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
2.1

PROJECT LOCATION AND VICINITY

The Kapa‘a Soccer Park project site is located on the eastern coastline of Kaua‘i in the
County’s Kawaihau Planning District. This district stretches along the east coast of Kaua‘i
covering the coastal areas between the Wailuā River and Moloa‘a Bay including the
communities of Wailuā, Kapa‘a, Keālia, and Anahola. This district has an established urban
corridor beginning from Haleilio Road in Wailuā to Kawaihau Road, at the northern edge of
Kapa‘a Town. The area includes inland (mauka) properties from the shoreline up to the Līhu‘eKōloa and Keālia Forest Reserves.
Throughout this planning district corridor, the shoreline is a dominant feature. This
coastline is the location of many public parks where residents and visitors enjoy various types of
recreational activities. Running parallel to this shoreline corridor is Kūhiō Highway which
serves as the primary north-south thoroughfare for vehicles along the entire eastern coast of
Kaua‘i.
The proposed soccer park project site is situated within Kapa‘a Town’s main urban
corridor. This area consists of several urban developments such as resorts, residences, and
community facilities as well as one of the island’s largest commercial areas situated along Kūhiō
Highway. Kapa‘a town has a rich history and today is a major urban/resort area on the eastern
coastline of Kaua‘i.
2.1.1

Existing Surrounding Land Uses

A discussion of the existing uses present around the project site area is provided in this
section. Several photographs of the existing property and surrounding land uses close to the
project site area are provided in Appendix A of this document. Figure 2.1 shows the project’s
site in relation to Kapa‘a Town and existing uses in the immediate vicinity.
The soccer park project site is surrounded by residential, commercial and State-owned
properties. As shown on the vicinity map, Mō‘īkeha Canal forms the southern border of the
project site. Adjacent to the southern side of Mō‘īkeha Canal are properties owned by the State
of Hawai’i and State Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. The northern border is created by
and existing privately-owned cane haul road which lies between the project site and a string of
single-family residences. The eastern border is lined by a mixed variety of residences and
commercially owned properties situated along Kuhio Highway which among them are Kojimas
Inc., South Pacific Bistro Inc. and Jasper Properties LLC.
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Along Kūhiō Highway, existing uses consist of a greater urbanized mix of both residences
and commercial businesses making up the town center. There are several recreational and
community facilities along this corridor as well, and a brief description of these is provided.
¾ Lihi Park. This is a County-owned park of about 2.6 acres located on the
southern end of Waika’ea Canal. This park is undeveloped, but has a few picnic
tables and trash cans. This park is used for various recreational activities such as
fishing in the canal or along the beach, picnicking, etc. Visitors access this park
from either Kaloloku Road or Moana Kai road. People also use a dirt path
through this park to access the shoreline area along Moana Kai Road which
includes Baby Beach.
¾ Kapa‘a Town Park. This County-owned park of 2.8 acres is located along Niu
Street, and is used for soccer league games and other recreational activities. Park
facilities include one soccer field, parking lot, two pavilions, and a comfort station
next to a police substation along Niu Street.
¾ Kapa‘a Beach Park. Adjacent to Kapa‘a Town Park and located along the Kapa‘a
shoreline, this 17-acre beach park features pavilions and picnic areas for beach
users. This coastline is the location of many recreational activities including
various types of fishing, surfing, windsurfing or kite-surfing, beach activities as
well as bicycling and hiking/walking along an existing cane haul road.
¾ Kapa‘a New Park. This 18-acre district park features a little league field, baseball
field, football field, lighted softball field and tennis courts, lighted roller hockey
rink, basketball court, and comfort stations. The County of Kaua‘i sponsors
regular weekly farmers markets called “Sunshine Markets” throughout the island
allowing local farmers to sell a full range of locally-grown produce and flowers.
A Sunshine Market is held every Wednesday at 3:00 p.m. at the Kapa‘a New
Park.
¾ Kapa‘a High School and Elementary School. On average, Kapa‘a Elementary
School serves about 950 to 970 students in grades Kindergarten thru 5th grade.
Kapa‘a High School serves students from Wailua House lots, Wailua
Homesteads, Kapa‘a, Kapa‘a Homesteads, Waipouli, Kealia, Anahola, Kilauea,
Kalihiwai, Wainiha, Princeville, Hanalei, and Haena.
¾ Kapa‘a Public Library. This is a State public library located adjacently north of
the Kapa‘a Beach Park.
¾ Mō‘īkeha Canal Bridge. This County-owned bridge crossing the canal has been
improved for bicycles and pedestrians using the path. This bridge is also used for
shoreline fishing (‘oama) within the canal by the public. People presently park
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along the canal at open areas near the highway or along the shoreline makai of the
library parking lot.
¾ Kapa‘a Neighborhood Center. This is a community center located along Kou
Road and is used for various community activities and meetings.
¾ Smokey Louie Public Swimming Pool. This County-owned pool is located along
the shoreline across from the neighborhood center at the end of Kou Road.
2.1.2

Property Information and Existing Site Conditions

The Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project site consist of a triangular-shaped parcel that is currently
undeveloped (see photo ▼). The topography for the area is generally flat with slopes ranging
between 0 to 3 percent. The entire project site is situated at about 20 feet above mean sea level.
Present vegetation consists of overgrown California grass approximately four feet in height to
smaller brushes over the majority of the property with larger vegetation on the outer edges of the
site. Other items present on the project site are discarded materials such as scrap wood, and
mounds of earth and rock piles.
Approximately half an acre of the 11.5-acre project site is being leased to Aloha Lumber
Co. Inc. whom currently uses their portion of the site to store lumber material in barge
containers. This area is located in the southern tip of the triangular-shaped project site (not
shown in the photo below).

Photo of the Project Site (Facing West)
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Vehicular Access
There is presently no roadway providing public vehicular access to the project site.
Consequently, this property is presently land-locked. The existing cane haul road running along
the western mauka border of the project site is privately-owned and not open to the general
public.
However, this cane haul road is currently being improved by the State Department of
Transportation (DOT) to serve as an extension to the existing temporary Kapa‘a Bypass Road
available in this area to alleviate traffic congestion. This bypass road extension will be a oneway westbound thoroughfare from Kuhio Highway to Olohena Road, and should be completed
by the end of 2006. With this extension, vehicle access to the proposed soccer park would now
be available, however, it will be limited to only a left-turn into the property and a left-turn out.
Property Information
The proposed site for the Kapa‘a Soccer Park consists of one property totaling 11.5 acres.
This property is currently owned by the State of Hawai‘i, but is under the jurisdiction of the
County of Kaua‘i, and is identified as Tax Map Key (TMK) 4-05-015: 036. The exhibit below
graphically shows the TMK designation for the soccer park site.
Exhibit 2.
1. Tax Map Key of Project Site
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In 1999, County of Kaua‘i assumed jurisdiction over the subject parcel through State Board
of Land and Natural Resources’ (BLNR) approval to set aside State lands to the County of
Kaua‘i for public park and recreational purposes which included TMK’s 4-05-013: 002 & 028;
4-06-014: 034, 036, 090; and 4-05-015: por.036. The Board’s “Recommendation B” authorized
the issuance of an immediate right-of-entry (ROE) for planning management, site control, and/or
maintenance purposes to the County of Kaua‘i, meaning that the County had full control of the
property in effect as of that date.
The inclusion of an immediate ROE was used as a mechanism which permitted occupancy
and use of the property, and was set to expire on the date the official Executive Order document
is completed. However, the issuance of the Executive Order from the Department of Land and
Natural Resources is still being processed and delayed due to a backlog of other work involving
other State departments.

2.2

PROJECT NEED AND OBJECTIVES

There has been a strong demand for increased recreational facilities in the Kapa‘a area to
serve the existing and growing resident population and overall community. There are several
County park sites in the area from Wailuā to Kapa‘a, however, the use of these facilities is
immense resulting in the need for more facilities. The General Plan identified the Lydgate Park
and Kapa‘a New Park as having “extremely high use”, and Kapahi Park and Wailuā Houselots
Park as having “high use” (County, 2000). Thus, of the five park sites with facilities available
for “active” recreational use in the Wailuā to Kapa‘a area, four of them are already experiencing
considerable usage.
The Kapa‘a area lacks sufficient soccer fields to adequately support the growing interest in
soccer. Of these park sites, only three of them have soccer fields and none of them qualify as a
regulation full size soccer field (120 yards by 80 yards). Therefore, there is a need for more
soccer fields in this area to support both youth and adult leagues along with related activities.
There is also a need to establish a “home” field for Kapa‘a High School to serve their soccer
team which has been using the small soccer field at Kapa‘a Town Park thus far.
There are plans to construct a few new soccer fields at Lydgate Park in Wailuā to help
address this demand for the region. However, there is still a need for regulation sized fields in
the town of Kapa‘a, and to serve the needs for that growing community.
Consultations with representatives from Kaua‘i soccer organizations (AYSO and HYSA)
also identified and confirmed the need to establish more soccer fields in this area. Consultation
with the Kapa‘a Business Association also confirmed the need for more fields to support soccer
leagues, and identified the potential opportunity for the community to hold larger soccer
tournaments for possibly State, national, or international teams. Other considerations identified
was to allow the concept for the new soccer park to be flexible enough to accommodate other
types of recreational or community activities to occur there.
- 14 -
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Project Objectives
Recognizing these needs, the County Department of Public Works, Parks Division has
initiated this project for the Kapa‘a community. Jurisdiction of the project site was recently
transferred from the State to the County for their use; therefore, this property was identified as a
suitable site to provide new soccer fields. It was determined that this facility would serve as a
district level park complementing the nearby Kapa‘a New Park site.
As a result, the purpose of this project is to address the need for additional regulation sized
soccer fields to support the existing and growing demands for such facilities in the Kapa‘a town
area and surrounding communities. This project will also provide a future home field for Kapa‘a
High School’s soccer teams, and accommodate other recreational and community activities
occurring within this community.
Based upon consultation with the County Parks Division, the following major design
objectives for this project were identified to address the community’s needs for this facility.
●

●

●
●

2.3

At least one regulation size soccer field (120 yards by 80 yards) should be provided
as a top priority. The Kapa‘a Soccer Park should try to accommodate as many fields
as possible.
Pedestrian and vehicular access across the Mō‘īkeha Canal should be incorporated
into the conceptual plan to access parking spaces at the nearby Kapa‘a New Park to
the extent possible.
Restroom facilities serving a regional park facility should be provided.
Shade should be provided by wide-span trees preferably along the perimeter of the
park rather than providing other permanent facilities such as pavilions and tables in
order to keep the site flexible for multiple uses by the community.

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT

The conceptual site plan for the project was developed based upon an assessment of the
existing site and the establishment of design parameters and criteria.
2.3.1

Existing Site Assessment

An assessment of the property’s existing conditions, resources, and physical features were
conducted to identify potential opportunities and site constraints. Based upon this site
assessment and the design objectives, three conceptual alternative site plans were developed.
The physical location and environmental characteristics of the project site were important
factors in determining the field layouts for the alternate site plans. Some of the area’s
characteristics used in the site assessment were factors such as sun direction throughout the day,
wind patterns, flood zones, vehicular access, and the future location of the permanent Kapa‘a
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Relief Route. The unusual triangular shape of the parcel was also a factor that limited
arrangements for multiple fields.
A site visit was conducted in April 2006 along with research of plans and references in
order to assess the existing site conditions and identify site constraints. Consultation was also
conducted with the State Department of Transportation (DOT) concerning their plans for the
future permanent Kapa‘a Relief Route (Bypass Road).
The following site constraints were identified based upon the field visit, preliminary
research and assessment, and consultation with State DOT. Figure 2.2 graphically summarizes
the existing site constraints associated with this property.
●

●

●

●
●

●
●

The triangular shape of the project site creates unusable areas to serve as a soccer
field. However, such areas could be used for practice or staging areas, or picnic
areas.
There is no existing roadway providing vehicular access to the project site. However,
the existing cane haul road is being improved by the State DOT to serve as a one-way
temporary bypass road while the permanent Relief Route is being planned.
The preliminary right-of-way proposed for the future Kapa‘a Relief Route will
acquire a significant portion of the northern boundary of the project site.
¾ A proposed location for the site’s driveway access with the new Relief Route has
been designated.
¾ A future extension of Kahau Road with bridge crossing the Mō‘īkeha Canal
connecting to the project site is planned as part of the highway project. This
would be constructed by the State DOT as part of the Kapa‘a Relief Route’s
construction.
¾ Construction of these improvements are not planned to occur for many years.
There are no off-site vehicular parking areas available in the immediate vicinity of
the property.
The entire project site is situated within a flood hazard areas based upon the Flood
Insurance Rate Map for the area. The flood designations include:
¾ Zone AE (base flood elevations determined).
¾ Zone X (areas of 500-year flood).
There are no existing water or sewer facilities serving this site.
There are no existing pedestrian pathways to the site.
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Basis of Design Criteria

Based upon the information gathered, alternative site plan concepts were developed trying
to take maximum advantage of the existing natural resources and site conditions associated with
the property and surrounding environment. The overall vision for this park is intended to draw
together the positive visual aspects and functionalities of the site’s natural features. Large shade
trees will be used for shelter and shade. This concept will create open spaces with the potential
for a variety of dynamic accessory park uses.
This soccer park should feature a minimum of one regulation-sized soccer field suitable for
all high school men’s, women’s, and adult co-ed league games. Additional fields and practice
areas should also be integrated into open areas of the park. Other space should be utilized in
such a way to maximize the use of available open space and provide an optimal environment for
public recreation. The basic design criteria used in developing the conceptual site layouts are
discussed below.
Soccer Field Sizes and Design
The maximum international regulation soccer field is 120 yards by 80 yards as determined
by the Fédération Internationale de Football Association, known worldwide as FIFA. The
minimum size is 110 yards by 70 yards. The University of Hawai‘i Women’s Soccer Program’s
NCAA match field, located within the Waipi‘o Soccer Complex, is 120 yards by 76 yards.
Either of these field dimensions would be suitable for men’s, women’s and co-ed league games.
A minimum field size for youth games (age 14 and under) is 100 yards by 60 yards. A
minimum field size for youth games (age 12 and under) is 80 yards by 50 yards. In most
instances a full size regulation field can be divided in half to provide two (2) fields for the 12 and
under age group.
Ideally, the crown of the field should be directly at center field with a 1 to 2 percent slope
away in all directions. If the entire field is sloped in one direction, it gives players an unfair
advantage of running downhill verse uphill and could distort game play. It is critical to establish
adequate surface drainage on a soccer field, or any other athletic field. Without proper surface
drainage, depressions will gradually develop that will hold water, make it difficult to maintain,
and may risk injury to players.
For native soil fields, it is imperative to achieve at least 1 percent slope from the center of
the field to both sidelines. This will make a crown from 9 to 18 inches at the center of the field
depending on the width. Another alternative is to slope the field from one sideline to the other at
a 1 to 2 percent grade. This will provide a "flat" field and allow surface drainage off the field,
but is not as efficient as moving water from a field crowned in the center. However, the design
phase of this project to be conducted later will determine the final field sizes and slope design.
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Soccer Fields Separation and Orientation
Ideally, multiple fields should all be parallel with one another for player depth analysis and
orientation. A minimum distance between fields should be established for players to recognize
different whistles from the referees. When fields are too close, it becomes hard for players to
differentiate whistles from the other field and this could disrupt the game. However, if fields are
too far away from each other, there is “dead space” which is essentially wasted.
The ideal distance between fields is roughly 25 feet. Due to the irregular shape of this
parcel, extra space in the corners of the site could be used as practice areas, potluck areas, or for
other passive recreational park uses.
Sun Angle and Direction
Ideally, the sun should run parallel to the width of the field. The angle of the sun could
potentially give one team an unfair advantage depending on the time of day and the intensity of
the sun. Although teams switch sides at half time, the sun may play a factor depending on the
location and angle above the horizon for the teams and the least affect occurs when the sun’s
direction parallels the width of the field. Based upon the sun directional patterns in this region,
the ideal longitudinal direction of the field should generally run in a north to south relationship.
Wind Patterns
Another element which affects playing conditions are trade winds. Because winds in the
Kapa‘a area are strong at times, this can substantially affect or alter the game as balls are “hung
up” or “taken” by the wind. The ideal situation should have the wind running parallel to the
width of the field similar to the orientation factor associated with the sun angle.
Relief Route Corridor
As previously shown on Figure 2.2, the proposed right-of-way (ROW) for the future
Kapa‘a Relief Route will require acquisition of a substantial amount of property along the entire
mauka (northern) boundary. This will alter the current size and shape of the soccer park project
site by acquiring property in the amount of approximately two acres. This taking will
consequently reduce the project site acreage to approximately 9.5 acres, and constrain space
available for the orientation of soccer fields and other amenities.
Flood Zones
The makai (seaward) portions of this project site were designated as Flood Zone X and
Flood Zone AE with base flood elevations determined to be between 6 and 12 feet based upon
the corresponding Flood Insurance Rate Map. Figure 2.2 graphically identified these floodways
in relation to the property.
Due to this coastal flood hazard designation for the property, there will be no structures
located in an area that may be damaged or affected by potential flooding. Therefore, the comfort
station was sited within the Zone X flood area which includes the land area situated above
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(inland) the Zone AE hazard area. All structures associated with this soccer park are expected to
be designed and constructed in compliance with Building Code requirements.
Comfort Station Location
Ideally the comfort station should be located in a centralized location of the park site to
allow easy and convenient accessibility to park users. Due to flood zone constraints, the comfort
station should be located along Cane Haul Road near the middle of the site within the Zone X
designation. Vehicular access into the site from the proposed Kapa‘a Relief Route has also been
designated for this general area.
Parking Lot Location and Spaces
The minimum amount of parking stalls required per field is 12 stalls based upon the City
and County of Honolulu Land Use Ordinance requirements. The County of Kaua‘i presently has
no parking stall requirement standards for park facilities. However, due to the number of players
and spectators for each soccer game, and overlapping activities associated with multiple games,
this number is expected to be deficient. These parking issues considered included the following
items.
¾
¾
¾

In general, each team usually has about 18 players with 2 coaches. Each game also
requires three referees.
Typically, teams warm up along the sidelines and in open spaces one hour prior to
kick off while the current game is being played.
After a game, each team usually remains at the site for a team “cool down” and
refreshments. This could mean as much as six teams per field being at the park at the
same time.

There were also other site conditions affecting available parking for this site and in the
general area which included the following:
¾
¾
¾
¾

There are no off-street parking areas available in the immediate vicinity of the project
site because the property is currently land locked from public roadways.
Off-street parking is not expected to be available with the State DOT’s temporary
bypass road improvement made to the existing cane haul road.
The Kapa‘a Relief Route would not provide off-street parking available along that
section of the highway.
Parking stalls are available at the Kapa‘a New Park site, however, there is no
vehicular or pedestrian access available to that area from the project site. A future
extension of Kahau Road with a bridge crossing the Mō‘īkeha Canal is planned to be
constructed by the State DOT. However, that improvement would be associated with
construction of the Kapa‘a Relief Route and would not occur for many years.
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Given these additional site constraints, an appropriate number of parking stalls should be
provided on the site. Without providing a sufficient number of parking stalls, spectators, players,
and children would potentially need to walk along the temporary bypass road from other areas
within Kapa‘a town to the site creating inconvenient conditions. Furthermore, available public
parking areas in the Kapa‘a town is limited, and access to Kapa‘a New Park would not likely
occur for many years. Therefore, consideration was given to providing a suitable number of
parking stalls on site with consideration for a future bridge connection to Kapa‘a New Park
constructed by the State DOT.
Ambulance Accessibility
Ambulance accessibility must be taken into account as players of all ages are susceptible to
injuries and may need medical assistance. Ambulances must have direct access to the field and a
clear path to exit the field. This can be accomplished in a number of ways and parking location
and curbs must be taken in to consideration to provide emergency access to all parts of the field.
Field Protection and Security
The field must be protected during non-park users’ times. Often, an unprotected park
creates a venue for cars and non-park use during the night time hours. A simple way to protect
the park area is to have a barrier such as curbs, bushes or fencing to restrict un-permitted users
out of the park when not open.
2.3.3

Conceptual Site Plan

The conceptual site plan for this project would consist of providing two (2) regulation sized
soccer fields meeting FIFA international standards. Under this conceptual plan, one maximum
sized regulation size field of 120 yards by 80 yards and one slightly smaller field of 110 yards by
70 yards could be provided. Both soccer field sizes would be adequate for men’s and women’s
adult soccer leagues along with accommodating various youth leagues. These fields would be
sited next to each other and oriented in a northwest direction due to the existing configuration of
the property. Figure 2.3 includes the conceptual site plan for this proposed soccer park, and
Figure 2.4 provides a conceptual 3-D simulated perspective view of this potential park.
Consultation With State Department of Transportation
This conceptual site plan reflects a refinement to the previous site plan included in the
Draft EA based upon further consultation with the State DOT. That site plan was developed
based upon a proposed 25-foot reduction in the right-of-way presently planned for the Kapa‘a
Relief Route. The current right-of-way planned for the highway would acquire a significant
amount of property along the northern boundary and thus restrict the size of one field. With the
25-foot reduction, a second larger 120 yards by 80 yards sized field could be accommodated
along with additional parking stalls provided for the park.
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Based upon preliminary discussion with the State DOT, Kaua‘i District Office, it was
possible to request a reduced right-of-way for the Kapa‘a Relief Route since it would decrease
the amount of property acquired from the project site. A formal request was submitted to the
State DOT for their evaluation and consideration of this reduction in the right-of-way planned to
be acquired. However, the State DOT responded that it appears a 25-foot reduction in right-ofway may not be possible due to effects on highway plans and design constraints for the future
Kapa‘a Relief Route.
Therefore, the present conceptual site plan for the project reflects accommodation of the
preliminary right-of-way boundary being proposed for the future Kapa‘a Relief Route. The
proposed right-of-way acquisition will reduce the acreage available for the soccer park site by
approximately two acres.
However, the final right-of-way boundary has not been firmly established at this time as the
State DOT is still preparing their Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Kapa‘a
Relief Route project. Thus, further coordination between the County of Kauai and State DOT is
planned to be conducted to address necessary right-of-way and land acquisition as part of their
EIS process. Such coordination efforts are intended to minimize the amount of land acquisition
from the soccer park site, and development of acceptable mitigative measures from highway
impacts.
Other Site Plan Improvements
Based upon the conceptual site plan shown on Figure 2.3, a range of 60 to 65 parking stalls
could be provided. However, additional parking stalls increasing to about 100 stalls could be
added to the site by reducing nearby open areas. The final number of parking stalls will be
determined during the design phase of this project. Under this site plan, the open corners of the
parcel would be utilized for spectators or for other teams to warm up or relax after games. Large
shade trees would also be provided for park users to use since no permanent pavilions will be
provided.
Vehicular entrance into this site would be from the area presently designated for the
driveway based upon preliminary plans of the Kapa‘a Relief Route from the State DOT. Other
site features are identified below.
1.
2.

3.

A 20-foot buffer area was established around each soccer field. This buffer area
would serve both teams and spectators.
A comfort station shown with a proposed 30 foot by 30 foot building footprint. This
would accommodate 6 women stalls and 6 men stalls/urinals. This footprint size is
similar to a comfort station provided at the Waipi‘o Soccer Complex located on the
island of O‘ahu.
Open landscaped areas established at the site would be used for team warm up along
with spectator gathering areas (ex. picnic, etc.).
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Project Description

Fencing and landscaping (trees, etc.) will be provided on the site. Further details on
specific types of fencing and landscaping will be added to the plans after the final
field layout and facility location is established. A landscaping plan will be developed
during the project’s design phase.
A walking/jogging path will run along the parks perimeter to enhance the recreational
use of the park. This paved pathway may also be designed to accommodate bicycles.
A future State DOT constructed bridge connection over the Mō‘īkeha Canal
connecting to the extension of Kahau Road.
¾ However, this bridge extension of Kahau Road would not occur for many years
until the actual permanent Kapa‘a Relief Route is constructed.
A future County constructed pedestrian bridge connection over the Mō‘īkeha Canal is
planned to be located adjacent to the future Kahau Road bridge extension. This
pedestrian–dedicated bridge will enhance the soccer park’s connection with the
Kapa‘a New Park.

DEVELOPMENT SCHEDULE AND ESTIMATED COSTS

The County plans to initiate the final design of this Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project after the
completion of the Environmental Assessment and obtaining necessary entitlements from the
County. As a result, the design phase of this project could begin in 2007. Consequently,
construction of this project is likely to begin around the end of 2007 and be completed within
one year or sometime in 2008.
The estimated construction cost for this project is about $2.0 million. The County
Department of Public Works is the expending agency for this project. The entitlement required
for this project from the County of Kaua‘i is a Use Permit. Other remaining approvals will
consist of ministerial permits from pertinent governmental agencies.

2.5

LISTING OF REQUIRED PERMITS

Federal Permits
1.

Department of Army, Nationwide Permit

State of Hawaii Permits
1.
2.

Construction Noise Permit
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit

County of Kaua‘i Permits
1.
2.

Building and grading permits
Use Permit
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ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

This section discusses alternatives that were identified and considered for the Kapa‘a
Soccer Park Project.
No Action Alternative
One alternative considered was not implementing development of this project which is
otherwise referred to as the No Action Alternative. This No Action Alternative would entail not
proceeding with development of the proposed soccer park on the project site. Under this
scenario, the County property would remain undeveloped. A portion of the property presently
leased to the Aloha Lumber Company to store lumber material in barge containers could
continue.
This alternative would not adequately address the County’s need for this project and
desired objectives to provide additional soccer and recreational facilities for this community.
With the property remaining undeveloped, there would be no other suitable sites within Kapa‘a
for development of regulation sized soccer fields and the Kapa‘a High School soccer teams
would be restricted to substandard fields for use. This alternative would not support the
County’s effort to effectively utilize their property for public or government use to improve
services and facilities for the community. Therefore, this alternative was eliminated from further
consideration.
Alternative Site Plan Configurations
A total of three (3) alternate conceptual site plan configurations for the project were
initially developed for consideration by the County. Two of the alternative site plans have been
reviewed and evaluated by the County based upon the assessment results, agency consultation
efforts, and comments received on the Draft EA. These other site plan alternatives have
subsequently been eliminated from further consideration because the refined conceptual site plan
proposed in this Final EA would address the project’s needs and objectives.
Site Plan Modification Associated With State DOT Consultation
As previously discussed, the conceptual site plan identified in the Draft EA reflected
improvements including a proposed 25-foot reduction in the preliminary right-of-way planned
for the Kapa‘a Relief Route. The reduction to the preliminary right-of-way boundary would
reduce the amount of property having to be acquired from the project site. It would have allowed
the second soccer field to be a larger sized field, and easily accommodated additional parking
stalls while maintaining open space at the park site.
However, based upon further consultation with the State DOT, it appears a 25-foot
reduction in right-of-way boundary along the project site may not be possible due to effects on
highway plans and design constraints for the future Kapa‘a Relief Route. Thus, the current
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refined conceptual site plan in Figure 2.3 of the Final EA reflects accommodation of the
preliminary right-of-way boundary being proposed for the future Kapa‘a Relief Route. As a
result, the site plan showing improvements with a reduction in the preliminary highway right-ofway boundary is now included as an alternative no longer being considered (now referred to as
Alternative 2).
However, the final right-of-way boundary has not been determined at this time since the
State DOT is still preparing their Draft EIS for the Kapa‘a Relief Route project. Thus, further
coordination between the County of Kauai and State DOT as part of their EIS process is planned
to be conducted to address necessary right-of-way, land acquisition, and mitigating impacts to
the proposed soccer park.
The impacts associated with the conceptual soccer park site plan identified in the Draft EA
and the currently proposed site plan in this Final EA are essentially the same. The only notable
differences between the two site plans are: 1) the size of the second soccer field; and 2) the
number of parking stalls provided. With reduction in the proposed highway right-of-way
boundary, a slightly larger (120 by 80 yards) field could be accommodated, along with more
parking stalls (up to 40 stalls).
However, the same number of parking stalls could still be provided with the presently
proposed conceptual site plan. Some open space area would be utilized to provide additional
parking stalls for the parking lot. The actual number of parking stalls provided would be
developed during the project’s design phase.
The entire property was also assessed to determine effects on the physical and biological
environment. There would also be no change in the type of impacts associated with public
facilities, infrastructure, and utilities between the two site plan configurations. Social and
economic effects would also be the same. Therefore, the environmental impacts associated with
both site plan configurations are similar and were adequately addressed in both the Draft EA and
Final EA.
Alternative Site Plans Description
The alternative site plan configurations eliminated from further consideration are identified
as Alternatives 1 and 2. These alternative site plans are shown on Figures 2.5 and 2.6,
respectively. A brief summary of the components for these alternatives is provided, and both of
them included the following components:
1.
2.
3.

A 20-foot buffer area was established around each soccer field.
A comfort station shown with a proposed 30 foot by 30 foot building footprint. This
would accommodate 6 women stalls and 6 men stalls/urinals.
Open landscaped areas established at the site would be used for team warm up along
with spectator gathering areas (ex. picnic, etc.).
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4.

5.
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Project Description

Fencing and landscaping (trees, etc.) will be provided on the site. Further details on
specific types of fencing and landscaping will be added to the plans after the final
field layout and facility location is established.
A walking/jogging path will run along the parks perimeter to enhance the recreational
use of the park. This paved pathway may also be designed to accommodate bicycles.
A future State DOT constructed bridge connection over the Mō‘īkeha Canal
connecting to the extension of Kahau Road.

Alternative 1. Single Full Size Field
This alternative provides one regulation size field of 120 yards by 80 yards. A range of
130 to 140 parking stalls can be provided because only one soccer field will be developed. This
site plan would provide the most parking and have the most open space not occupied by a soccer
field. This site plan would also allow users to utilize the open areas of the field for different
recreational activities. Large shade trees would be provided for park users to use since no
permanent pavilions will be provided.
Alternative 1 was eliminated primarily due to the fact that only one soccer field would be
provided, and the project objective is to provide as many regulation size soccer fields as possible.
Alternative 2. Two Fields
This alternative provides two (2) regulation sized soccer fields with dimensions of 120
yards by 80 yards. These fields would be sited next to each other and oriented in a northwest
direction due to the existing boundaries and configuration of the property. A parking lot with a
number of parking stalls would be provided in the range of 100 to 110 stalls. This site plan
would provide benefits for the park and support achieving project objects because it would
provide several parking stalls and the two maximum sized fields.
However, this alternative was developed on the assumption of being able to reduce the
preliminary right-of-way boundary along the project site proposed for the State DOT’s Kapa‘a
Relief Route. A right-of-way reduction of 25 feet was planned to reduce the amount of property
acquired. However, this reduction may not be possible based upon further consultation with the
State DOT. Thus Alternative 2 was eliminated due to the uncertainty of future right-of-way
reduction efforts being available for the soccer park project.
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CHAPTER 3
PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT
This chapter describes the existing surrounding environment in the vicinity of the project
site. The probable environmental impacts associated with the construction and operations of the
Kapa‘a Soccer Park are discussed, and mitigative measures are identified if necessary.

3.1

CLIMATE, TOPOGRAPHY, AND SOILS

The island of Kaua‘i has a total land area of about 553.3 square miles, and is the fourth
largest island in the Hawaiian island chain. Climate on the island of Kaua‘i, as well as within the
State of Hawai‘i, can be characterized as having low day-to-day and month-to-month variability.
Differences in the climate of various areas are generally attributed to the island’s geologic
formation and topography creating miniature ecosystems ranging from tropical rain forests to
dryer plains along with corresponding differences in temperature, humidity, wind, and rainfall
over short distances (Dept. of Geography, 1998).
The climate of the project area is predominantly warm with moderate rainfall. Typically
average annual rainfall is over 40 inches. Widespread rainstorms, which account for much of the
precipitation, occur most frequently during the wet season which extends from October through
April (NOAA, 2000).
Temperatures in the Kapa‘a area are similar to that of Līhu‘e where average annual
monthly temperatures ranged between 72 and 84 degrees (Fahrenheit) in the year 2003 with an
average annual temperature of 78.9 degrees. The low-variability temperatures are associated
with the mid-ocean location of the island and to the small seasonal variation in the amount of
energy received from the sun. The range in normal temperatures for the island of Kaua‘i from
the coolest month, February, to the warmest month, August, is less than 8 degrees.
Relative humidity is typically at 78 percent with highs of 82 percent during January and
lows of 75 percent during June. Humidity is moderate to high in all seasons and slightly higher
in the wet season than in the dry. However, even during periods when the temperature and
humidity are both high, the weather is seldom oppressive. This is due to year-round trade winds
which provide a system of natural ventilation during most of each year (NOAA, 2000).
The predominate surface wind occurring in the Kapa‘a area is the prevailing trade winds
from the northeast direction which usually dominate from April to November. Winds from the
south are infrequent occurring only a few days a year and mostly in the winter associated with
“Kona” storms. Wind speeds in this area are predominantly in the 13 to 24 miles per hour range
for much of the time (Dept. of Geography, 1998).
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Topography

The island of Kaua‘i consists of a single great shield volcano that is deeply eroded and
partly veneered with much later volcanic activity. The Kaua‘i shield has a volume of about
4,200 cubic kilometers and rises 5,100 meters above the surrounding sea floor (Macdonald,
Abbot, and Peterson, 1983).
The project site is situated on the eastern end of the island and is approximately 590 feet
away from the shoreline. The overall topography of the project site is generally level with small
to moderate slopes. Typical slopes of the project area ranges between 0 to 3 percent near the east
(makai) of the project site. Within the project site, elevations range between 10 to 15 feet mean
sea level (msl). Kapa‘a Town is generally fairly level with small to moderate slopes with
elevations ranging from about 5 to 7 feet msl. The nearby Kuhio Highway is situated at a
slightly higher elevation increasing to about 15 to 20 feet msl.
3.1.2

Soils

The U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service’s Soil Survey of Islands of
Kaua‘i, O‘ahu, Maui, Moloka‘i, and Lāna‘i, State of Hawai‘i includes general soil maps
developed for the Kapa‘a region based upon soil surveys taken (SCS, 1973). These soil maps
show the soil associations developed which are classified by soil series and soil phases.
The project area contains one type of soil classification, Fill Land (Fd). This soil type is
used mostly for the cultivation of sugarcane and consists mostly of areas filled with bagasse and
slurry from sugar mills. A few areas are filled with material from dredging and from soil
excavations. Generally, these materials are dumped and spread over marshes and low-lying
areas along the coastal flats, coral sand, coral limestone, or areas shallow to bedrock (SCS,
1973). Figure 3.1 shows the soils survey map associated with this site.
3.1.3

Impacts on Soils and Topography

Short-term impacts would be associated with construction activities conducted for the
project. This would include development if the soccer park along with construction of park
amenities such as the parking lot, comfort station, and infrastructure connections.
Impacts on the existing topography should be minimal. Processes included in the
development of the site would be clearing and grubbing activities to remove vegetation on the
surface to about eight inches below the surface in order to remove vegetation, roots and rocks on
the site. Grading will allow storm water to sheet flow from the site and discharge runoff
following existing drainage patterns. Complying with County standards, storm water runoff
should not increase due to development of the site. In addition, all water discharging into the
earth drainage ditch or Mō‘īkeha Canal will meet storm water quality standards through either
with a retention/detention device or flow through device such as a 100 foot grassed swale.
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NATURAL HAZARDS

This section addresses only those natural and urban-related hazards applicable to the
project site. Of the potential natural hazards, only earthquakes, hurricane, and flooding hazards
are applicable. These natural hazards are addressed below.
Earthquake Hazards
Although difficult to predict, an earthquake of sufficient magnitude causing structural or
other property damage may occur in the future. However, except for the island of Hawai‘i, the
Hawaiian Islands are not situated in a high seismic area subject to numerous earthquakes
(Macdonald et al., 1983). Most of the earthquakes that have occurred in the past have been
volcanic earthquakes causing little or no damage.
Earthquakes in the Hawaiian Islands are primarily associated with volcanic eruptions from
the inflation or shrinkage of magma reservoirs beneath which segments of the volcano shift
(Macdonald et al., 1983). Kaua‘i is periodically subject to episodes of seismic activity of
varying intensity. Available historical data indicates that the number of major earthquakes
occurring on Kaua‘i have generally been fewer and of lower magnitude than those on other
islands such as Hawai‘i (DBEDT 2001, Furumoto, et al., 1973). However, earthquakes cannot
be avoided or predicted with any degree of certainty, and an earthquake of sufficient magnitude
(greater than 5 on the Richter Scale) may cause damage to the new soccer park.
Although the possibility of earthquakes on Kaua‘i is moderately low, potential damage to
park facilities may occur from an earthquake of sufficient magnitude. However, damages to the
new park and accessory structures would be minimal because appropriate County building code
standards will be followed. Thus, the risk of potential damage to this project will be no greater
than that of similar homes, businesses, and other park facilities on the island of Kaua‘i.
Hurricane Hazards
The three major elements that make a hurricane hazardous are: 1) strong winds and gusts,
2) large waves and storm surges, and 3) heavy rainfall (FEMA, 1993). A hazard mitigation
report prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agency after Hurricane Iniki in 1992
determined that nine hurricanes approached within 300 nautical miles (about one day’s travel
time) of the Hawaiian Islands’ coastlines between 1970 and 1992 (FEMA, 1993). Most
hurricanes affecting the Hawaiian Islands have focused on Kaua‘i. Based upon a tracking of
hurricanes since 1950, there appears to be no geographical or meteorological reasons why
hurricanes miss other islands and tend to steer toward Kaua‘i (FEMA, 1993).
A hurricane of significant strength and high winds passing close to the island could cause
damages to the Kapa‘a Soccer Park. However, the comfort station would be constructed of
suitable materials and designed to comply with County building code requirements minimizing
its susceptibility to structural damage.
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Tsunami Inundation and Flooding
The Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), Community Panel Number 150002 0135 C
(revised March 4, 1987) for the subject parcel was reviewed to determine the existing floodways.
Based upon this FIRM, the subject parcel falls within Zones AE and X. Figure 3.2 shows the
flood zone boundaries associated with the new soccer park site.
In general, areas near the shoreline fall within Zones AE and VE which are flood hazard
areas that are inundated by the 100-year flood. Zone X depicts areas of the 500-year flood or
areas of the 100-year flood with average depths of less than one (1) foot or with drainage areas
less than one (1) square mile, and areas protected by levees from the 100-year flood (FEMA,
1987).
At the makai (seaward) portions of this project site, Zone AE base flood elevations were
determined to be between 6 and 12 feet based upon the FIRM. These areas are not associated
with coastal flood hazards caused by velocity hazards (high waves). There will be no project
related structures located in this area that may be damaged or affected by potential flooding. The
majority of the site would be open and undeveloped since it will serve as a soccer park.
The Zone X flood area includes the land area situated above (inland) the Zone AE hazard
area. The new comfort station and parking lot facilities are planned to be located in this area and
would reduce the potential for structural damages caused by flooding. All structures associated
with this soccer park facility are expected to be designed and constructed in compliance with
Building Code requirements. This will also include designing and implementing necessary site
drainage improvements. Such plans will be submitted for County review and approval during
the project’s design.
Any major tsunami can subject the entire eastern coast of Kaua‘i to severe damage which
includes potentially damaging the new comfort station as well as other accessory structures on
the park facility. While the potential for damage exists, this risk shall be minimized through
strict adherence to flood zone and building code requirements. Furthermore, as the park would
be closed in the event of a tsunami warning, the new comfort station would not, in and of itself,
increase the risk for loss of life as the result of a tsunami.
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AIR QUALITY

National ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) have been established by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) that set standards for six criteria pollutants: carbon
monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, sulfur dioxide, lead, ozone, and concentrations of particulate matter
less than 10 microns (PM10) and 2.5 microns (PM2.5). Since 2003, the State began participating
in the National PM2.5 speciation monitoring program. In addition, a State standard has been
established for hydrogen sulfide. State ambient air quality standards are more stringent than the
comparable national limits (NAAQS) except for the standards for sulfur dioxide, particulate
matter and lead, which are set at the same levels. A summary of both State and National AAQS
is presented below under Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Summary of National and State Ambient Air Quality Standards
Sampling
Period

NAAQS
Primary

NAAQS
Secondary

State
Standards

Carbon Monoxide

1-Hour
8-Hour

40,000
10,000

40,000
10,000

10
5

Nitrogen Dioxide
Sulfur Dioxide

Annual
3-Hour
24-Hour
Annual

100
n/a
365
80

100
1,300
n/a
n/a

70
1,300
365
80

Lead

Quarter

1.5

1.5

1.5

Ozone

1-Hour
8-Hour

235
157

235
157

n/a
157

PM10

Annual
24-Hour

50
150

50
150

50
150

PM2.5

Annual
24-Hour

50
150

50
150

n/a
n/a

Hydrogen Sulfide

1-Hour

n/a

n/a

35

Pollutant

Note:

3

All concentrations in micrograms per cubic meter (µg/m ) except for carbon
3
monoxide which is in milligrams per cubic meter (mg/m )

Hawai‘i’s standards are not divided into primary and secondary standards as are the
National standards. Primary standards are intended to protect public health with an adequate
margin of safety while secondary standards are intended to protect public welfare through the
prevention of adverse effects to soils, water, vegetation, man-made materials, animals, wildlife,
visibility, climate, and economic values. Air quality in Hawai‘i is generally characterized as
relatively clean and low in pollution. Northeast trade winds that are predominant throughout the
year typically carry emissions and other air pollutants from inland areas out toward the ocean.
The State Department of Health (DOH) has one monitoring station on the island of Kaua‘i,
which samples for particulate matter less than 10 microns (PM10). This monitoring station is
located in downtown Līhu‘e in a commercial and residential area with nearby agricultural areas.
Based upon the State DOH’s 2004 air quality data for the island of Kaua‘i, there were no
occurrences of PM10 greater than the National or State standards.
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Probable Impacts And Mitigative Measures
Impacts on ambient air quality associated with this project would primarily be limited to
short-term construction activities. Once completed, there would essentially be no activities
occurring within the new soccer park site that would generate significant amounts of air
pollutants exceeding State or National standards. Furthermore, construction of this new park
facility would not generate additional vehicular traffic that may significantly increase carbon
monoxide emissions in the area. Access to the site would also be limited to left-turns in and out
from the site (with extension of temporary bypass road) minimizing traffic congestion at the
entrance and potential increased emissions of carbon monoxide.
Short-term and minor impacts on air quality from construction activities would
predominantly be associated with fugitive dust emissions and exhaust emissions from on-site
construction equipment. Fugitive dust emissions would generally arise from clearing, grading,
and other dirt moving activities associated with site clearing and ground preparation for the new
soccer park and accessory improvements.
Impacts from such construction activities would be temporary and should not result in a
significant impact on air quality or result in State or National ambient air quality standards being
exceeded. Nevertheless, minor impacts associated with fugitive dust emissions would be
mitigated through the implementation of a dust control plan. Construction scheduling combined
with dust control measures would minimize air quality impacts such that the least number of
surrounding properties are affected by work activities.
State air pollution controls prescribed under the Department of Health’s (DOH) rules
(Chapter 11-59, HAR “Ambient Air Quality Standards” and Chapter 11-60.1, HAR “Air
Pollution Control”) prohibit visible emissions of fugitive dust from construction activities at the
property line. Therefore, a dust control plan would be prepared and implemented to have the
contractor comply with these regulations. Adequate fugitive dust control can usually be
accomplished by establishing a frequent watering program or implementing other measures to
address grubbing and grading activities. Some measures that could be considered during the
project’s design for implementation by the contractor may include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Limiting the areas that are disturbed at any given time;
Applying chemical soil stabilizers, mulching, or using wind screens;
Establishing a road cleaning or tire washing program to reduce fugitive dust
emissions from trucks using paved roadways in or around the project site; and
Establishing landscaping early in the construction schedule to control dust.

In addition to these possible measures, fabric dust barriers would be put up around
construction areas to further minimize the effects of fugitive dust emissions on surrounding
properties. These dust barriers would have a minimum height of 12 feet, and will be installed in
conformance with State construction specifications.
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Temporary on-site mobile and stationary construction equipment would also emit air
pollutants from engine exhausts. Minor nitrogen dioxide emissions from construction equipment
should not violate stricter State standards since such emissions would be short-term and the
standards are set on an annual basis. Short-term carbon monoxide emissions from construction
equipment would similarly be low and should be relatively insignificant.
Impacts from slow-moving construction vehicles would be mitigated by scheduling slowmoving vehicular travel during periods of low traffic volume on the affected roadways. Engine
exhaust emissions from construction vehicles will be minimized via the proper operation and
maintenance of all equipment to further limit potential air quality impacts. The fabric dust
barriers installed around the construction area would further mitigate the short-term effects and
nuisances associated with these other air pollutant emissions.

3.4

NOISE

The State Department of Health (DOH) defines
three classes of zoning districts and specifies
corresponding maximum permissible sound levels due
to stationary noise sources such as air-conditioning
units, exhaust systems, generators, compressors,
pumps, etc., and equipment related to agricultural,
construction, and industrial activities. These levels are
enforced for any location at or beyond the property line
and shall not be exceeded for more than 10 percent of
the time during any 20-minute period. The noise limits
which apply are a function of the zoning and time of
day (see Exhibit 3 ►).
Exhibit 3

Potential noise impacts associated with this
State DOH Maximum Permissible Sound
Levels for Various Zoning Districts
project would mainly be associated with short-term
construction activities. Park-related activities at this site are thus not expected to have a
significant noise impact on surrounding private residential and commercial properties located
along the adjacent property line.
Short-Term Noise Impacts from Construction Activities
Noise from construction activities are regulated under Title 11, Chapter 46 (Community
Noise Control) of the State DOH’s Administrative Rules. Under these regulations, the project
site is situated within both Residential and Open Space zoning districts (Class A). Therefore, the
maximum permissible sound levels for construction activities is 55 dBA during daytime (7:00
a.m. to 10:00 p.m.) hours and 45 dBA during nighttime hours (10:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.). These
levels may not be exceeded at or beyond the property line for more than 10 percent of any
continuous 20-minute period.
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Construction-related activities will temporarily increase ambient noise levels within the
vicinity of the work area. Potential noise sources will include construction vehicles, trenching
work, and other power equipment. Measures to control construction noise include the use of
mufflers on power equipment and vehicles. Construction activities are expected to be limited to
regular workday hours (7:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., Monday through Friday). All constructionrelated vehicles traveling on the roadways must also meet the vehicle noise level requirements
set by the DOH.
Thus, construction activities are not expected to result in a significant impact. If necessary,
a construction noise permit would be obtained from the State DOH to allow these activities.
Specific permit restrictions for construction activities are:
1.
2.
3.

3.5

No permit shall allow construction activities creating excessive noise before 7:00 a.m.
and after 6:00 p.m. of the same day.
No permit shall allow construction activities that create excessive noise before 9:00
a.m. and after 6:00 p.m. on Saturdays.
No permit shall allow construction activities which exceed the allowable noise levels
on Sundays and on holidays.

VISUAL RESOURCES

The County of Kaua‘i General Plan (2000) identifies important landforms that have
ecological, recreational, cultural, and scenic value. This includes landforms such as mountains,
hills, stream valleys and gulches, and high cliffs and bluffs. These important landforms are
identified on the General Plan’s Heritage Resources Maps. Based upon review of Kawaihau’s
resources map, there are no unique natural or topographical features, landmarks, or other land
forms of significant or important visual character known to be present on the project site or in the
immediate vicinity of the project site. Views of the property from Kūhiō Highway are obstructed
because of existing developments along the highway blocking mauka views towards the site.
Development of the project is not expected to have significant impacts on existing visual
resources, nor negatively affect the visual character of surroundings. The project would
primarily consist of grassed open space with landscaped trees along the property boundary. The
only major structure constructed at the site would be the single-story comfort station building.
This structure would be appropriately designed to be consistent with other County park facilities,
and painted using natural earth tone colors so that it is visually compatible with the environment.
The site would not be visible from cars traveling along Kūhiō Highway due to existing
buildings. However, with the temporary bypass road and eventually the permanent Kapa‘a
Relief Route constructed in the future, views of the park site will be visible from this highway.
However, such views are not expected to be adverse because the project essentially consists of a
new park with large grassed areas and landscaping. This park project would create more
landscaped open space that would be compatible with the surrounding environment.
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HISTORIC, ARCHAEOLOGICAL, AND CULTURAL RESOURCES

An archaeological inventory survey was conducted for the property by Cultural Surveys
Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH). In consultation with the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD), an
inventory survey was prepared to support the proposed project’s historic preservation review
under HRS Chapter 6E-42, HAR Chapter 13-13-284, and State requirements for archaeological
field survey (HAR Chapter 13-376-4). A copy of this inventory survey is included in Appendix
C of this document.
Scope of Archaeological Fieldwork
The archaeological inventory survey included the following typical fieldwork procedures:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

A complete ground survey of the entire project area for the purpose of site inventory.
All sites were located, described, and mapped with an evaluation of function,
interrelationships, and significance. Documentation included photographs and scale
drawings of selected sites and complexes;
Subsurface testing with a backhoe was conducted to determine if subsurface deposits
are located in the project area, and if so, evaluate their significance.
Research on historic and archaeological background, including searches of historic
maps, written records, and Land Commission Award documents. This research
focuses on the specific project area, with background on the traditional district, the
ahupua‘a, and with special emphases on settlement patterns;
The administrative rules of SHPD/Department of Land and Natural Resources
(DLNR) also required consultation with community members about their cultural and
historical concerns with the project area. CSH conducted a consultation from a list of
knowledgeable kama‘āina residents; and,
Preparation of a survey report that includes the following:
a. A topographic map of the area showing all archaeological sites and site areas;
b. Description of all archaeological sites with selected photographs, scale drawings,
and discussions of function;
c. Historical and archeological background sections summarizing pre-contact and
historic use as they relate to the archaeological features;
d. A summary of site categories and their significance in an archaeological and
historic context;
e. Recommendations based on all information generated that specify what steps to
be taken to mitigate impact of development on archaeological resources – such
as data recovery (excavation) and preservation of specific areas.

This scope of work also included full coordination with the SHPD and Kaua‘i County
relating to archaeological matters. All coordination work took place after consent of the owner
or representatives.
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Previous Archaeological Research and Findings

The areas mauka of Kapa‘a Town are marshy, although much of it has been filled-in within
recent decades. In the historic period, this parcel was surrounded by railroad track for the
McKee Sugar plantation, with one spur ending at McKee Landing, located across Kūhiō
Highway, directly makai of the project area. The study parcel was used as a rice field and kula
in the early historic period, and was probably later planted in sugar cane. There may be trash pits
in the region associated with this sugar cane plantation use, and trash related to the nearby
Kapa‘a Town.
Since 1931, there have been numerous archaeological studies conducted within the Kapa‘a
Ahupua‘a. However, the pattern of archaeological studies in Kapa‘a Ahupua‘a is somewhat
skewed, with a dozen projects in urban Kapa‘a Town and very little work done along the coast.
Major archaeological sites have been found in the Kapa‘a Town area, including extensive
cultural layers with burials and other cultural features underlying Kūhiō Highway near All Saints
Gym and near the older part of Kapa‘a Town between Waika‘ea Canal and Kapa‘a Beach Park,
makai (seaward) of Kūhiō Highway. The mauka (inland) makai extent of these cultural layers
has not been clearly defined. These extensive cultural deposits associated with pre-historic and
early historic habitation are known to exist in a relatively narrow sand berm that makes up the
physiogeography of Kapa‘a.
Significance of these sites were based on the criteria of the Hawai‘i State and National
Registers of Historic Places which define five broad criteria for defining a cultural site as
significant. A listing of these criteria is provided below along with a summary of the criteria
given to the project corridor sites. The Archaeological Inventory Survey provides a list of all the
identified sites along with the State site number, site type or name, site location, probable age,
significance, and reference (Appendix C, Table 6). Figure 3.3 of this document shows the
locations of the identified sites within this Ahupua‘a.
A. Site reflects major trends or events in the prehistory or history of the state or
nation.
B. Site is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.
C. Site is an excellent example of a site type.
D. Site has yielded or is likely to yield information important to prehistory or history.
E. Site has traditional cultural significance to an ethnic group.
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Results of Fieldwork

The current project area is adjacent, and perhaps overlapped, the large marsh area
portrayed on late nineteenth century and early twentieth century maps. It is unlikely, therefore,
that this area was used for pre-Contact habitation or for burial. However, the edges of the
marshes could have been used to grow taro in lo‘i and the area would have been used to gather
other resources, such as the famous Kalukalu sedge grass, used for weaving mats. The makai
portion of the project area is labeled as Fill Lands on soil maps, but subsurface soil strata
representing wetland deposits may still be intact in portions of the project area.
No historic properties were identified during the pedestrian survey of the project area. A
total of eight backhoe trenches were also excavated for the project area, and each trench was
approximately 80 centimeters (about 2.6 feet) wide and 1.5 meters (about 5 feet) deep. The
locations of the trenches were selected based upon the probable areas of maximum construction
impact associated with this project. Thus, trenches were located in the areas where the
construction of the comfort stations and their association utility lines will require ground
disturbance activities.
The stratigraphy was drawn and photographed, and sediments were described for each of
the eight trenches. Sediment descriptions include Munsell color, texture, consistence, structure,
plasticity, cementation, origin of sediments, descriptions of any inclusions such as cultural
material and/or roots and rootlets, lower boundary distinctiveness and topography and other
general observations. Details of these results are included in Appendix C.
Excavations confirmed that the project area is covered by at least 1.0 meter (>3 feet) of
imported clay fill that overlies natural marsh/lagoonal sand sediments. No Jaucas Beach Sand,
which often contains cultural layers and human burials, was observed within the project area.
Sediments that were excavated from sub-surface testing were not screened because no cultural
material was observed. Therefore, no laboratory work was necessary for the archaeological
survey (CSH, 2006).
3.6.3

Summary of Impact on Archaeological Resources

Historically, Kapa‘a was principally used for the cultivation of sugar cane throughout the
nineteenth and early portion of the twentieth centuries. As the twentieth century progressed, the
agricultural land slowly gave way to commercial and residential developments with tourist
facilities along the coastline making up the recent wave of changes to the east shore of Kaua‘i.
Most of the previous archaeological work in Kapa‘a Ahupua‘a has taken place in Kapa‘a
Town and not along the coast. Within the town several cultural layers and numerous human
burials have been discovered. Mauka of the narrow coastal strip, the landscape is characterized
by marsh and wetlands that have been filled in with imported sediment. These areas have proven
to have a shortage of archaeology resources by comparison.
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The stratigraphy observed in the eight backhoe trenches excavated was consistent with
historic records showing thick layers of imported clay fill for agriculture overlaid on a thin layer
of lagoonal sands. The subsurface investigations did not reveal any stratigraphic layers, such as
Jaucas Sand, that are typically associated with cultural deposits and human remains. No historic
properties were discovered within the project area. The grading and leveling necessary for the
soccer fields, landscaping, and parking lots is unlikely to penetrate the 1.0 meter (>3 feet)
average thickness of fill sediments across the project area. The risk of encountering cultural
remains during the trenching for comfort station utility lines is extremely low.
Based upon the results of the inventory survey, the project specific effect recommendation
by CSH was “no historic properties affected.” Because of the lack of historic properties and
sedimentary deposits that may likely contain archaeological materials, the project specific
recommendation was that no further historic preservation work is necessary for the project area.
The archaeological inventory survey was reviewed and approved by the State Historic
Preservation Division (SHPD) on September 2, 2006 (LOG NO: 2006.2791 DOC NO:
0609NM02). SHPD concurred with the project specific effect recommendation that no historic
sites were found and no further archaeological work is recommended. Thus, SHPD has found
the inventory report to be complete and considers the historic preservation review process
concluded. A copy of this letter is included in Appendix B.
In the event cultural deposits or subsurface human remains are encountered during
construction activities, all work would stop immediately and the SHPD would be notified. The
treatment of any human remains encountered would be determined, and conducted in accordance
with the applicable requirements of Chapter 6E, HRS, and Chapter 13-300, HAR. Furthermore,
as a precautionary measure, construction personnel involved in development activities would be
informed of the possibility of inadvertent cultural finds, and would be made aware of the
appropriate notification measures to follow.
3.6.4

Cultural Resources Assessment

In terms of cultural resources, this project is not expected to significantly affect traditional
native Hawaiian cultural practices or other traditional cultural practices occurring within the
project site or surrounding area. There are currently no known cultural practices occurring
within the project site based upon information provided by community consultation and
background research. Temporary construction activities should similarly not restrict or prohibit
access to surrounding areas that may possibly be used for traditional gathering or other cultural
practices since it would be confined to the project site. The activities associated with the
proposed soccer park would also not restrict access to surrounding areas which may potentially
be used for traditional native Hawaiian cultural practices.
Consultation for this project was conducted by CSH, in which case they attempted to
contact four individuals who were recommended by SHPD’s Kaua‘i Archaeologist. These
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efforts included sending consultation letters which contained information describing the
archaeological inventory survey and requested any historical or cultural information known
about the project area. In an attempt to follow up on the consultation letters, several telephone
calls were made to each recipient. The following Table 3.2 summarizes the efforts and results of
this consultation process.
Table 3.2 Summary of Consultation Efforts
Individual

Affiliation

Methods of
Contact*

Response

Nancy
McMahon

SHPD, Kaua‘i Island
Archaeologist

L, TC

Recommended to contact Bobbie Farias, Stanley Vasquez,
Valentine Ako, and Kehau Kekua.

Bobbie
Farias

Long-time local
resident

L, TM

No Response

Kehau
Kekua

Kaua‘i Cultural
Center

L, TM

No Response

Valentine
Ako

Long-time local
resident

L, TC

Val commented that the parcel had been used for cattle
ranching during the 1950’s. He also mentioned that he was
not aware of any heiau in the surrounding area.

Stanley
Vasquez

Long-time local
resident

L

No response. CSH was not able to obtain a valid telephone
number for this person.

* L = Letter; TC = Telephone Conversation; TM = Telephone Message

Despite leaving messages on answering machines, CSH was unable to solicit a response
from either Bobby Farias or Kehau Kekua. CSH was unable to obtain a valid telephone number
for Stanley Vasquez. Valentine Ako, a long-time local resident confirmed that the parcel was
used for cattle ranching and that there were no heiau in the vicinity of the project area.
In summary, no additional archaeological historic properties were identified as a result of
the cultural consultation. No new or previously unknown information regarding the project area
was obtained during the cultural consultation. Consequently, this project should not significantly
restrict access to other surrounding areas that may be used for cultural practices because all
proposed improvements would be limited to the project site. This project would also not prevent
public access to shoreline areas or surrounding mauka areas that may be used for traditional
gathering or other cultural practices.

3.7

BIOLOGICAL ENVIRONMENT

3.7.1

Botanical Resources

The natural vegetation found in this area consists of kiawe (Prosopis pallida), klu (Acacia
farnessiana), koa haole (Leucaena leucocephala), and bermudagrass (Cynodon dactylon) in the
drier areas and napiergrass (Pennisetum purpurem), guava (Psidium guajava), and joee (Verbena
litoralis) in the wetter areas.
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Construction of the proposed soccer park and amenities should not have a negative impact
on the botanical resources present in or surrounding the project site. None of the plants located
within the project site were identified as threatened or endangered species, or a species of
concern. Furthermore, all of the plants can be found in similar vegetation types throughout the
island and within the State of Hawai‘i.
3.7.2

Hydrogeological Resources

Under the State’s Water Resource Protection Plan, aquifers of the island of Kaua‘i have
been classified under an aquifer coding system to identify and describe these aquifers. This
system is comprised of Aquifer Sectors, and then Aquifer Systems located within these sectors.
An Aquifer Sector reflects an area with broad hydrogeological (subsurface) similarities while
maintaining traditional hydrographic (surface), topographic and historical boundaries. The
Aquifer system is an area within a sector that is more specifically defined by hydrogeologic
continuity, particularly hydraulic connections among aquifer types and units.
The Kapa‘a Soccer Park site is situated within the Līhu‘e Aquifer Sector (303). This sector
includes the hydrologic units of Kōloa, Hanamā‘ulu, Wailuā, Anahola, and Kīlauea. The project
site is situated within the Anahola hydrologic unit (20104).
The geology of the Līhu‘e Sector coincides with the Līhu‘e Depression and the rocks of the
Kōloa volcanics. Due to Kaua‘i’s complex relationships among the various types of groundwater
and between groundwater and surface water, the estimated sustainable yield of the Līhu‘e
Aquifer Sector is difficult to estimate. The Līhu‘e Aquifer Sector estimated sustainable yields
are based upon the assumption that exploitable basal lenses exists.
Effects on Hydrogeological Resources
Construction of the new soccer park is expected to have minimal impacts on the
surrounding groundwater system. The small increase in developed impervious surface from this
project would inevitably decrease the amount of localized groundwater recharge occurring at the
project site. However, this decrease is expected to be negligible and ultimately inconsequential
to the overall function of the area’s natural hydrological system. Further, the project site is
located near the shoreline reducing the importance of groundwater recharge occurring in this
area. As a result, the project should not adversely impact the underlying aquifer system nor
contaminate potable water sources.
Construction activity is not anticipated to have impacts on coastal resources and water
quality resulting from silt runoff. It is expected that contractors will minimize runoff by
implementing best management practices (BMPs) to be developed during the project’s design.
Such measures should be designed to trap and reduce runoff during construction activities.
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Appropriate BMPs would be considered and incorporated into design plans to address
potential short-term impacts from runoff. In addition, such plans developed would be reviewed
by pertinent agencies for comments and approval prior to construction. Therefore, impacts on
coastal waters and water quality should be minimal or minor because the contractor will employ
approved measures to prevent silt runoff from construction areas along with complying with
other related permit conditions.
3.7.3

Streams and Water Quality

Mō‘īkeha Canal is the only stream located in vicinity of the project area. As previously
shown on Figure 1.1, this stream begins from inland (mauka) areas and extends along southern
boundary of the project site before discharging into the Pacific Ocean. According to the List of
Impaired Waters in Hawai‘i 2004, Mō‘īkeha Canal is not identified as an impaired waterway.
On July 26, 2002, AECOS, Inc. biologists performed a streams survey report which
included a reconnaissance survey of streams stretching between Waika‘ea Canal and up north to
Kamalomalo‘o Stream. Subsequently, Mō‘īkeha Canal was one of the six streams surveyed.
Aquatic fauna and water samples were collected from Mō‘īkeha Canal at the stream’s crossing
point near Kaua‘i Belt Road.
This report identified Mō‘īkeha canal as a straightened and hardened canal that flows
through Kapa‘a Town and discharges into the ocean between boulder jetties. Large boulders line
the banks, but the canal has a sand bottom. Discussion reported in the document stated that all
six of the streams studied contained some habitats for native fauna, although Mō‘īkeha Canal has
been extensively altered by man, native amphidromous fauna might live in or migrate through its
lower reaches because of its connection to the ocean.
Effects on Streams and Water Quality
Development of this project should not have a significant effect on Mō‘īkeha Canal or
aquatic resources associated with it. The project would not involve stream channel alterations or
diverting of any surface flow water. Since Mō‘īkeha Canal is known to provide adequate habitat
for native amphidromous fauna, care must be taken to ensure that the flow of water or the
migration of these species from the stream to the ocean are not impeded. The only anticipated
effect to the stream would be inconsequential additional storm water runoff being directed into
this stream due to new facilities constructed on the subject property.
Appropriate best management practices would be developed during the project design, and
implemented during construction activities to mitigate potential effects. Activities that decrease
the water quality during construction should be avoided by using BMPs designed to reduce or
trap runoff. A National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit for
construction activities would also be obtained, and the necessary requirements would be
implemented by the contractor.
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Avifauna and Fauna

No avian species listed as endangered, threatened, proposed, or as a candidate species by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service or by the State of Hawai‘i under it endangered species
program are known to be present on the project site. The project site is not located within a State
designated Natural Area Reserve nor is it within and area designated as habitat for the recovery
of Hawaiian forest birds (FWS, 2003).
The proposed soccer park site is located within predominantly urbanized areas which
typically are lacking in suitable habitat for threatened, endangered or candidate fauna species
presumed or known to reside on the island of Kaua‘i. Animal species in the project vicinity
would be typical of species found in the urbanized areas of the Kapa‘a region. Examples of feral
mammals found in this area would include cats, rats, mice, and mongooses. No mammals were
observed at the project site during a recent site visit to the property.
Effects on Avifauna and Fauna
Vegetation on the project site consists predominantly of introduced species and weeds, and
there are no wetlands present on the project site or in the immediate vicinity which may serve as
important nesting or foraging habitat for endangered or threatened species.
With the development of the soccer park, existing feral mammals utilizing the property
would be displaced. However, this change would not result in a significant negative impact on
potential mammalian species present on the property or in the surrounding area because they
consist predominantly of alien species such as rodents or feral animals which are typically
harmful to native avian plant communities.
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CHAPTER 4
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS
This chapter discusses the project’s probable impact on economic and fiscal factors
associated with the State and County, as well as social factors such as changes in resident
population, housing, and character of community.

4.1

EXISTING SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXT

Kapa‘a is a historic town noted for its “western plantation style architecture and walk able
small town character.” As an agricultural town, Kapa‘a was primarily a sugar cane plantation
town, and today has become a commercial center for the island’s east side. Both locals and
tourists utilize the Kapa‘a area, with many small businesses thriving due to the high patronage of
local community members and tourists that frequent the area.
Kaua‘i County has transformed over time from a plantation economy to a mixed one.
Tourism, diversified agriculture, construction, and local small businesses have replaced sugar as
the basis of the economy. Kapa‘a does not have its own harbor or airport. However, the island’s
main harbor of Nāwiliwili and the primary airport in Līhu‘e service the entire island, and is in
close proximity to Kapa‘a.
Industries
The largest industries in terms of jobs are in trade (retail and wholesale) and services.
Hotels accounted for some 3,800 jobs in June 2002, while eating and drinking establishments
accounted for 3,100 jobs. Agriculture on the other hand accounted for approximately 600 jobs
County-wide as of June 2002 (DLIR, 2002).
In a study completed by the State Department of Labor and Industrial Relations (DLIR), it
was projected that by the year 2008, service and production occupational groups will account for
approximately 50 percent of the total projected job growth for the County, whereas agricultural
occupation, including forestry and fishing, will lose ground. It is projected that the service
industry will the highest gains in terms of job openings.
Income
Personal income of County residents has been increasing over time, but not as fast as the
State as a whole. The per capita disposable personal income level for residents of the County has
fallen below income levels for the State as a whole sine the mid-1970s. Since that time, this gap
has also slowly widened where it is now about $8,000 lower to approximately $28,000 for the
State and $20,000 for the County.
The 2000 Hawai‘i Health Survey indicated that 21.9 percent of the County population was
below the poverty line, while only 14.1 percent of the statewide population fell under the poverty
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line. The same source indicated the medium household income in the County as 78.0 percent of
the State’s median. The State median household income was $41,137 while the County was
$32,084. Both the extremely low- and low- income groups (up to $30,000) also form a much
larger share of the County population than for the State as a whole.

4.2

ECONOMIC AND FISCAL FACTORS

This section discusses bother the short and long-term effects of the project on both the
County and State economic and fiscal factors. Development of the proposed soccer park will
have different impacts in relation to the County of Kaua‘i and the State of Hawai‘i. In
discussions of jobs and income, three broad types are distinguished:
¾ Direct jobs are immediately involved with construction of a project or with its
operations.
¾ Indirect jobs are created as businesses directly involved with a project purchase
goods and services in the local community.
¾ Induced jobs are created as workers spend their income for goods and services.
Given the nature of this project, the main economic effect of the project would be
construction related such as new construction jobs and income. As a result this construction
project would create several construction jobs over the anticipated one-year construction period.
Direct construction jobs would typically consist of on-site laborers, tradesmen, mechanical
operators, supervisors, etc. Direct construction jobs created would also stimulate indirect and
induced employment within other industries on the island such as retail, restaurants, material
distributors, and other related businesses supporting the construction industry.
These new jobs would generate additional personal income for construction workers.
Personal income is defined as the wages paid to the direct construction workers or operational
employees associated with a development. It is anticipated that these construction jobs would
likely be filled by residents from the island of Kaua‘i employed within the construction industry.
Indirect and induced income would also be generated from this project.
Fiscal Factors
Fiscal impacts associated with this project would primarily involve slightly additional tax
revenue generated to the State. Tax revenue sources for State government would be composed
primarily of general excise taxes (GET) on development costs and construction materials,
corporate income tax, and GET on construction income spent by workers. In addition, GET
taxes on indirect and induced income spent stimulated by the spending of direct income would
also contribute new revenues to the State.
Since County revenues are primarily limited to property tax revenues, there should be
minimal changes to the County revenues. Because the Kapa‘a Soccer Park site is a government
owned property under the County’s jurisdiction, there wouldn’t be any County property tax
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revenue generated from this site. This project would not generate any new in-migrant residents
to the island of Kaua‘i. Thus, there should be minimal if any effect on State and County
operational expenditures for public services.
There will be additional costs to the County for the maintenance and upkeep of the
proposed park facilities. The comfort station will need trash pick up, cleaning, and eventual
structural repairs typical of park facilities. The field will also require upkeep by frequent
watering, line painting, and grass cutting. Trees, shrubs, and other vegetation incorporated into
the park will need maintenance and trimming. These maintenance costs are similar to those of
typical park facilities and will be coordinated through the County Department of Public Works,
Parks Division.

4.3

SOCIAL IMPACT FACTORS

The proposed soccer park project is not expected to change the existing resident population
in the Kapa‘a community or region. This project is a County-initiated capital improvement
project for the Kawaihau District. There are no new residential units or visitor units associated
with this project, and no in-migration of individuals to reside within the County would result. As
a result, there should be no impact on the existing resident population.
This project would also not change or alter the character of the Kapa‘a community or the
character of the Kawaihau district. The project essentially adds another soccer park and
amenities to accommodate the existing recreational needs of the Kapa‘a community.
Consequently, this project would not change existing uses in the surrounding area or have a
significant impact on surrounding land uses.

4.4

SECONDARY AND CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

Secondary Impacts
Secondary impacts, or indirect effects, are effects which are caused by an action and are
later in time or farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable. Such effects
may include growth inducing impacts and other effects related to changes in land use patterns,
population density or growth rate, and related effects on air, water, and other natural systems.
The proposed project is expected to have minimal if any secondary impacts on resident
population, land use patterns, public facilities and infrastructure, and the natural environment.
Construction of this project is expected to generate only minor short-term impacts
associated with these activities. Creation of short-term construction jobs are not expected to
generate a substantial number of workers in-migrating to the island of Kaua‘i to fill these jobs. It
is anticipated that qualified local contractors on the island or within the State of Hawai‘i would
likely be used for the project’s construction. These workers would thus have minimal if any
effect on the County’s residential population or housing demand.
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This project would not affect the County’s resident population growth projected for the
Kawaihau District, and thus not generate the associated secondary effects on infrastructure,
public facilities, and housing. The project accommodates the need for additional soccer fields in
the Kapa‘a area. Such enhancements are not expected to significantly affect the County’s rate of
in-migration or potential relocation to the Kawaihau District area.
Cumulative Impacts
Cumulative impacts are effects on the environment which result from the incremental
impact of a project when added to past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions. The
cumulative impacts associated with this new soccer park includes assessing the implementation
of this project to evaluate it, and incorporate other known planned improvements within the
study area that would effect or be affected by the project.
The only other known development that would occur in the immediate vicinity of the new
soccer park site during the same timeframe is the planned improvement to the adjacent cane haul
road which currently forms the northern boundary of the project site. The State DOT has already
begun construction to improve the existing cane haul road to extend the existing temporary
Kapa‘a Bypass Road.
The improvements will resurface the existing cane haul road, realign a portion of Opala
Road, improve the entry point off Kūhiō Highway in Kapa‘a, add street lighting to the termini
and provide appurtenant signage. The temporary Kapa‘a Bypass Road has started construction
with the installation of a temporary vehicular bridge crossing Mō‘īkeha Canal and Cane Haul
Road resurfacing. Therefore, construction of the temporary bypass is not anticipated to occur
concurrently with construction activities for the new soccer park. However, in the event that a
portion of the temporary bypass road construction does occur during the soccer park’s
construction, an assessment of such cumulative impacts is addressed.
The cumulative impact from construction related activities for the new soccer park and
temporary bypass road are not expected to be significant. Construction of the soccer park does
not involve major site work due to the property’s existing site conditions. The only major
facility constructed would be the comfort station building. Similarly, the temporary bypass road
involves minor construction activities since the State DOT is essentially improving the existing
cane haul road.
Best management practices such as erosion control and other mitigative measures would be
implemented by the contractor during construction activities. This includes compliance with all
applicable permits and regulations such as those concerning noise control and air quality. The
overlap of temporary bypass road construction with the soccer park would also occur over a
shorter period since it is already under construction. The assessment presented in this document
includes the cumulative effects associated with this project and results show that there are no
major cumulative impacts associated with this project.
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CHAPTER 5
INFRASTRUCTURE FACILITIES
This chapter discusses the project’s probable impact on infrastructure facilities serving the
project site and surrounding area. Due to the nature of improvements proposed for this soccer
park project, most of the impacts would be associated with construction-related activities.

5.1

WATER FACILITIES

The County of Kaua‘i, Department of Water provides water supply serving the Kapa‘a to
Anahola districts within the study corridor. The main water mains are routed along Kuhio
Highway with distribution lines extending into smaller subdivisions. This project will require
the construction of a water line to connect the comfort station to the main water line along Kūhiō
Highway. This new water line will be situated along the existing cane haul road. Irrigation lines
within the project site will also be installed for the watering of the soccer fields.
Project improvements that would affect the area’s demand for potable water would include
the soccer park’s comfort station and water fountain. According to the 2002 State of Hawai‘i
Water System Standards, the Domestic Consumption Guidelines for a park on the island of
Kaua‘i is 4,000 gallons per acre. This guideline also accounts for irrigation.
However, this guideline would considerably overestimate the probable amount of water
actually utilized for this project. Based upon 11.5 acres for the site, the resulting water demand
would be 46,000 gallons per day. The amount of water likely utilized by park users is estimated
to be considerably lower. Water would also be used for irrigation of the site. However, such
irrigation should typically occur at night or during non-peak use periods, and this area receives a
moderate amount of annual rainfall which would reduce the amount of water needed for
irrigation.
Using the water systems standards, 60 gallons of water per day per person is provided as a
guideline for park or school land uses. It is estimated that about 20 gallons are used for
sanitation activities such as flushing toilets and on average, a healthy person consumes one
gallon of water per day (Gleick, 1996). Conservatively assuming that 100 percent of all the
people visiting the park will use 50 percent of their daily intake/discharge of water and that all of
the allocated 60 gallons per person per day is used, then the following table shows the estimated
consumptions associated with park activities. The projected number of people using the park
facility was assumed by multiplying the amount of estimated parking stalls (104) by 2.5, which
represents the average daily amount of park users.
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Table 5.1 Average Daily Water Demand
Activity

Water/person
(gal/cap/day)
0.5
20

Drinking
Sanitation

Number of People at Park
260
260

Total

Daily Demand
130
5,200
5,330

* Values are approximate.

Based upon these calculations, the total projected average daily water demand generated by
the soccer park is conservatively expected to be about 5,300 gallons per day. Additional water
demand would be generated for irrigation of the site, but should not be that significant. This
additional demand should have minimal impacts on the County’s existing water system serving
this area. Depending upon the actual sizing of facilities, extensions of waterlines between 1-inch
and 3-inch in size would likely be required to connect to current water mains. During the
project’s design, appropriate design plans would be coordinated with the County DOW for
review and approval.
Irrigation of the project site as part of maintenance activities would also utilize water.
Properly irrigated soccer fields are needed to maintain a healthy, actively growing field capable
of recovery from its use. The frequency of watering will vary from site to site, but should be
determined by the appearance of the turf. Preferable times to irrigate a soccer field would
typically be between 4:00 a.m. and 8:00 a.m. due to less water lost from evaporation. The
second best time to water is from 8:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m. (Purdue University, 2006).
Generally, ¾-inch of water should be applied per irrigation which will wet the entire grass
root zone (University of Florida, 2006). It is better to apply irrigation water in a single, thorough
soaking, or two equal applications of water three to four days apart rather than in light irrigations
every day. Based upon watering of ¾-inch twice a week for the two soccer fields, it was
estimated that about 23,250 gallons per day of water would be used.
One alternative to using potable water from County sources is to use surface water diverted
from other sources such as the adjacent Moikeha Canal. However, such water from this canal
would need to be treated prior to use to remove suspended solids and pollutants along with
reducing potential viral and bacteria pathogens that could be present. Such solids could clog
irrigation lines over time causing additional maintenance and repair work.
In addition, the use of such water would require permit approval from the Commission on
Water Resource Management, State Department of Land and Natural Resources because it
would be a diversion of stream water. Approval from the Corps of Engineers would also be
required since the canal would fall under their jurisdiction since it meets the definition of
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“navigable waters” due to it being tidally influenced. Its use may also require approval and
regulation under the State Department of Health.
Therefore, the use of surface water from Moikeha Canal is an option that could be
considered during the project’s design phase. However, the feasibility and practicability of using
such water sources may not beneficial due to applicable regulations and approvals needed,
potential maintenance costs and repair considerations, and costs necessary to properly treat the
water within the project site which may affect available areas used for the soccer park.

5.2

WASTEWATER FACILITIES

There are no existing wastewater facilities located on this project site or land uses
generating wastewater from this property. Existing County sewer lines are available in the
Kapa‘a Town area from the main sewer line that runs along Kuhio Highway. There are also no
existing sewer lines serving the project site.
The comfort station would be the project’s only facility that would require wastewater
improvements on the site to serve park users. Based upon the estimated water generated by park
users for sanitation purposes, the resulting wastewater generated from this project would
conservatively be about 5,200 gallons per day. However, the actual amount of wastewater would
likely be lower during weekdays when the level of park use is not as high as compared to
weekends.
If economically feasible and practicable based upon the comfort station’s design, a sewer
line extension could be provided to connect the comfort station to the main sewer line along
Kūhiō Highway. This new sewer line would be routed along the extension of the temporary
bypass road.
However, it is more probable that the generated wastewater would be treated using an
individual wastewater system because of lower construction costs for its implementation. Due to
the potentially high water table at the project site, a septic tank and mound system is an
alternative system that may be appropriate.
In a septic tank and mound system, effluent is pumped into a gravel bed or trenches on top
of a bed of sand. Sandy soil carefully placed above the plowed ground surface treats the effluent
before it moves into the natural soil. The system is designed to extend on-site system use in
areas with high groundwater, high bedrock, or tighter clay soils. This type of system requires
regular inspection of the pumps and controls, and flushing of the distribution network.
The costs associated with the septic tank system should be much less than costs to construct
the sewer line extension to Kūhiō Highway. Furthermore, the wastewater generated should have
minimal impact on the environment and County’s existing wastewater system. However, the
specific type of septic system will be determined during the project’s design, and appropriate
design plans would be coordinated with the County DPW and State DOH for review and
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approval. The project’s design phase would also include a cost assessment to determine whether
a sewer line connection or individual wastewater system is a more feasible and practicable
solution for the County considering both long-term maintenance and initial construction costs.
Furthermore, if a sewer line is routed along the project site, the park facility will be required to
connect to that system.

5.3

DRAINAGE FACILITIES

Existing drainage facilities surrounding the project site consist of the Mō‘īkeha Canal
bordering the western end of the property and a small unlined drainage ditch routed along the
northern edge of the adjacent cane haul road. There are no existing drainage facilities on the
project site. Surrounding properties to the north and west of the project site generally sheet flow
into the Mō‘īkeha Canal for eventual discharge into the ocean. Existing properties immediately
north of the site generally sheet flow into the unlined drainage ditch along the current cane haul
road.
As discussed in Chapter 3, portions of the project site are located within the floodway. The
Mō‘īkeha Canal is designated as a floodway (Zone AE) with base elevations determined (see
Figure 3.2). The northeastern portion of the project site is within the Zone AE floodway with
base flood elevations of 10 and 12 feet.
Storm water runoff currently sheet flows from the project site into these drainageways. In
general, the western half of the site appears to drain into the Mō‘īkeha Canal with the discharge
point located in the southwestern corner. The eastern half of the site appears to flow into the
unlined earth drainage ditch with the discharge point located in the northern corner of the site.
Construction of the park’s parking lot, comfort station, and walkway would create
additional impervious surfaces on the project site. However, the majority of the site will be
grassed maintaining existing pervious areas for most of the property. Thus, the increased storm
water runoff generated by this project would be small and is not expected to have a significant
impact on existing drainage facilities or downstream properties.
Existing drainage patterns on the property are intended to be maintained with the project.
As a result, improvements will be designed to allow storm water runoff to continue to discharge
into both the Mō‘īkeha Canal and the unlined drainage ditch without negatively impacting the
State’s extension of the temporary bypass road.
The specific runoff quantities and changes to drainage patterns would be developed during
the design phase of this project. The design of this project will also include a detention area on
the property to reduce the increased runoff generated by this project. Drainage facilities will be
designed in accordance to the County’s Storm Drainage Standards and design plans will be
appropriately coordinated with the County for their review and approval.
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SOLID WASTE

The County maintains an island-wide system of solid waste collection and disposal. The
Kekaha Landfill, Phase II is the primary disposal site for solid waste serving the island. Refuse
transfer stations are located throughout the island, and the Kapa‘a station is the closest station
serving the project area.
Construction of the proposed soccer park and related amenities will generate solid waste
typical of normal construction related activities over a short time period. Generated wastes will
consist primarily of vegetation, rocks, and other debris resulting from the clearing and grubbing
of the area. The contractor will be required to remove all debris from the site, and properly
dispose them at the landfill in conformance with County regulations. Such activities are
expected to have a minor impact on County solid waste facilities.
Users of the park would generate a need for more trash receptors at various locations within
the park to prevent rubbish from being openly discarded in the park area. Solid waste would
only be generated periodically as the park would not be in constant use everyday. Solid waste
generation would mostly occur on the weekends when most activities are conducted because
families bring food and refreshments for the players after the games. Teams using the field for
practice during the weekdays are not expected to generate much solid waste.
The amounts of solid waste generated at the soccer park is expected to be small and not
very large as most solid waste will consist of food, beverage containers, utensils, etc. or
biodegradable leftovers. Consequently, this project is not expected to create a significant
increase in rubbish since solid waste generated will occur only periodically and consist of solid
waste that is rather small in quantity.

5.5

TRANSPORTATION FACILITIES

5.5.1

Existing Conditions

Presently, there is no public roadway facility serving this soccer field site. There is only a
privately-owned cane haul road which is routed along the northern boundary of the project site.
This cane haul road connects with Kūhiō Highway to the northeast on one end and with Olohena
Road further southwest. An existing bridge for this cane haul road crosses the Mō‘īkeha Canal
near the western corner of the project site.
Kūhiō Highway is a State Department of Transportation (DOT) operated highway facility
generally running along the coastline within the Kawaihau district, and is the only facility
providing vehicular access through the Kapa‘a Town area. Immediately south of Waika‘ea
Canal, Kūhiō Highway consists of three lanes with the center lane used for left-turns. North of
this canal, the highway consists of two lanes (one in each direction) with on-street parking
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provided through Kapa‘a Town. Within Kapa‘a Town, the posted speed limit is 25 mph which
increases to 50 mph north of Kawaihau Road toward Anahola.
In 1995, the State DOT established a temporary “bypass road” for traffic during daylight
hours to help alleviate traffic congestion through the Kapa‘a Town corridor. This route utilizes
the former cane haul road running mauka of Kapa‘a Town, and consists of a two-lane roadway
with narrow or no shoulders. The current limits of this bypass road are from Kūhiō Highway just
south of Papaloa Road northbound up to Olohena Road. The speed limit along this bypass road
is generally 35 mph except in the vicinity of a narrow bridge structure (WOA, May 2002).
Olohena Road is a two-lane roadway providing access to mauka residential areas, Kapa‘a
New Park, and schools in the vicinity of the project site. This road serves as the terminus for the
current temporary bypass road, and has a posted speed limit of 25 mph.
Extension of Temporary Bypass Road
The State DOT is constructing an extension of the current temporary bypass road
northbound utilizing the existing cane haul road. This extension starts from the existing bypass
road’s intersection with Olohena Road, and proceeds north about 0.82 miles along the cane haul
road before connecting with Kūhiō Highway just south of Hau‘a‘ala Road. This extension will
only provide a single lane for one-way travel in the Hanalei to Lihue direction (south).
Improvements will also include the realignment of a portion of Malu Road and the
construction of a roundabout intersection serving the new temporary bypass road extension,
Olohena Road, and the existing bypass road. A temporary Acrow Panel Bridge is also being
constructed for this extension to span the Mō‘īkeha Canal at the location of the current concrete
bridge because it is inadequate. A new 6-foot high chain link fence will be installed from the
Lihue end of the bridge to the Olohena Road roundabout along the bypass extension’s makai
right-of-way (DOT, August 2004).
Existing Traffic Volumes
Published State DOT traffic count data taken in 2003 along Kūhiō Highway at Station No.
26 (Kūhiō Highway with Hau‘a‘ala Road) was reviewed. This station is situated closest to the
cane haul road connection to the highway where the extension of the temporary bypass road will
occur. The count data indicated that the morning commuter peak hour occurred from 7:00 to
8:00 a.m., and the afternoon peak hour occurred from 3:45 to 4:45 p.m.
There is presently no public roadway providing vehicular access to the Kapa‘a Soccer Park
project site. As a result, there are no vehicles traveling along the existing cane haul road fronting
the property. A Final Environmental Assessment (DOT, August 2004) completed for the
extension of the temporary bypass road did not include a traffic study or forecasts of future
traffic volumes expected to occur along this extension. Therefore, there is no data available for
use in the analysis of existing conditions at the project site’s proposed driveway.
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Projected Traffic Conditions and Impacts

Future traffic volumes along the extension of the bypass road were not provided in the
Final Environmental Assessment (Final EA) published for that improvement. However,
vehicular traffic on that extension would only be limited to one-way traffic in the southbound (to
Līhu‘e) direction. Consequently, project related traffic associated with the soccer park site
would be limited to only left-turns into the site and left-turns exiting.
Vehicular trips generated by this soccer park were estimated by evaluating trip generation
rate data from the ITE published Trip Generation Handbook1 for this type of land use. In
addition, trip generation data from a traffic study conducted for the Central Oahu Regional Park2
on O‘ahu was also reviewed and evaluated. The resulting assumptions used in estimating project
generated traffic are listed below:
1.

2.

3.

The ITE’s description for the Soccer Complex (Land Use Code 488) category was
applicable to this project.
●
This land use was described as outdoor parks that are used for non-professional
soccer games. They may consist of one or more fields, and the size of each
field within the the land use may vary to accommodate games for different age
groups.
The sample size for this Soccer Complex category was small, therefore, the traffic
study for the Central Oahu Regional Park was reviewed.
●
Those trip rates were derived based upon assumptions estimating players for
teams and spectators. An average vehicle occupancy rate of 2 persons per
vehicle was used.
●
Weekday morning peak hour trips were assumed to consist of park employees
(maintenance, etc.).
The average trip rate for the weekday afternoon peak hour established for the
Regional Park traffic study was similar to the average trip rates from the Trip
Generation Handbook.

Therefore, the ITE trip generation data was determined to be reasonable for use. The
resulting trip generation for this soccer park project is summarized below in Table 5.2. As
shown on the table, there would be minimal traffic entering and exiting this site during the
morning commuter peak hour. During the afternoon peak hour, a total of 41 trips would be
generated by the project of which 69 percent would be entering the site.

1

2

Institute of Transportation Engineers, 2003. Trip Generation Handbook, 7th Edition, Washington,
D.C.
Pacific Planning & Engineering, Inc., June 1998. Traffic Impact Assessment Report for Central
O‘ahu Regional Park. Honolulu, Hawai‘i.
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Table 5.2. Trip Generation Summary for Proposed Project
Land Use Description

Parameter

Morning Peak Hour

Afternoon Peak Hour

Enter

Exit

Total

Enter

Exit

Total

2

1

3

28

13

41

Trip Generation
1. Kapa‘a Soccer Park (2 fields)

Fields

With the soccer park project, construction of the extension of the temporary bypass road by
the State DOT should be completed. This roadway will provide the only vehicle access to the
project site, and would be limited to left-turns into the site and out since this roadway will be a
single lane with a one-way southerly directional flow (to Līhu‘e). No traffic forecast volumes
were provided in the Final EA for that extension road.
However, based upon the estimated trips generated, this soccer park project is expected to
have minimal impacts to the operational conditions along the temporary bypass road extension.
The project should not affect the morning peak hour traffic flow along this extension nor its
intersection with Kūhiō Highway and new roundabout intersection with Olohena Road due to the
low volumes.
During the afternoon peak hour, the project driveway’s intersection with the bypass road
extension should operate fairly well due to the low volumes of vehicles entering and exiting the
site. Since it will be a one-way roadway, there should be minimal delays occurring at the
driveway since there would be no conflicting movements from cars traveling in the opposite
direction. The low project generated traffic volumes are also expected to have minimal effect on
the bypass road’s intersection with Kūhiō Highway and at the Olohena Road roundabout. The
design plans developed for this roundabout and roadway extension included in the Final EA
should accommodate present and future growth in traffic volumes.
Development plans for the future Kapa‘a Relief Route (permanent bypass road) have also
been incorporated in the site planning for this project. Therefore, this project should not
negatively affect plans being developed for that improvement. Coordination with State DOT
would be conducted during the design phase of this project.
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CHAPTER 6
PUBLIC FACILITES AND UTILITIES
This chapter discusses the project’s probable impact on public facilities and utilities serving
the project site and surrounding area. Due to the nature of improvements proposed, impacts
would be primarily associated with construction-related activities, although positive long-term
impacts to recreational facilities are also anticipated.

6.1

ELECTRICAL AND COMMUNICATION FACILITIES

There are currently no electrical or communication facilities serving the project site.
Electrical services will be provided to the Kapa’a Soccer Park via Kaua‘i Electric (KE)
distribution lines. The area surrounding the project site is served by overhead KE transmission
lines along the Power Line Trail supplemented by power from the Wainiha Hydroelectric Plant.
There will be no telecommunication and cable television services provided to the project site.
The new soccer park project will generate a slight increase in demand for electrical power.
Lighting will be provided for the comfort station and could be provided for parking lot areas;
however, there will be no lighting for the fields. These increases in demand for electrical
services are expected to be quite minimal and not expected to have a significant impact on KE’s
distribution facilities or power generation facilities. Design plans will be appropriately
coordinated with KE for their review to secure necessary improvements.

6.2

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

There are a number of existing recreational facilities and activities occurring within the
study area. Recreational facilities located in the vicinity of the Kapa‘a Soccer Park include
Mō‘īkeha Canal Bridge, Kapa‘a Neighborhood Center, Smokey Louie Public Swimming Pool,
Waipouli Beach Park, Kapa‘a Beach Park, Kapa‘a New Park, Gore Park, and Wailua River State
Park.
Mō‘īkeha Canal Bridge is a County-owned bridge crossing this canal and has been
improved for bikes and pedestrians using the path. This bridge is used for fishing activities
within the canal and along the shoreline by the public. People presently park along the canal at
open areas near the highway and along the shoreline makai of the library parking lot.
Kapa‘a Neighborhood Center is a community center located along Kou Road, and is used
for various community activities and meetings. The Smokey Louie Public Swimming Pool is a
County-owned pool located along the shoreline across from the neighborhood center at the end
of Kou Road. There are also a few open grassed fields south and north of this pool utilized as
play areas for parents with children, Frisbee players, families or groups having picnics, and
practicing hula halau.
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Kapa‘a Beach Park is 17.54 acres and facilities on site include picnic tables, pavilions, and
restrooms. Gore Neighborhood Park is 0.7 acres and mainly serves as open space for
beautification purposes. Kapa‘a New Park is 18 acres and facilities for the Kapa‘a New Park
include a little league field, baseball field, football field, softball field, a lighted roller hockey
rink, basketball court, tennis courts, and comfort station.
The construction related activities of the proposed project are not expected to have an
impact on the existing recreational facilities in the immediate area. Due to the distances that
these surrounding facilities are located from the proposed site, potential disturbances from
construction noise, fugitive dust emissions, and constructions traffic should not negatively affect
activities are these recreational facilities. The proposed project is not considered to be a
population generator. As a result, additional demand on existing recreation facilities is not
anticipated.
This project will provide a needed additional recreational facility for the town of Kapa‘a.
The proposed soccer park will add two full-sized soccer fields, a walking trail around the park
and other park related amenities for the benefit of park users. Included in these park amenities
are the parking lot and comfort station. This park will also provide additional recreational
resources for Kapa‘a elementary and high schools as discussed in subsequent sections. This
improvement would support the need for more regulation sized soccer fields, and can be used for
other recreational activities to benefit the community.

6.3

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES

The Kapa‘a Complex Area currently contains six public schools that are operated under the
State Department of Education (DOE). The three elementary schools in the complex include
Hanalei, Kapa‘a, and Kīlauea. Kapa‘a Middle School and Kapa‘a High School are the only
middle school and high school in the complex area respectively. Kanuikapono, a new century
charter school serving students in grades K-12, is also located within the Kapa‘a Complex area.
Kapa‘a High School is operating under a School/Community-Based Management system
and serves students along the entire northeastern coastline of the island. This areas starts from
the Wailuā community and extends through Waipouli, Kapa‘a, Anahola, Kīlauea, Kalihiwai,
Princeville, and up to Hā‘ena. This school serves a very diverse student population of various
ethnic backgrounds. The socio-economic status of families within these communities range from
low to affluent.
Kapa‘a Middle School is operating under a School/Community-Based Management system
and serves students in the same region as the high school. Kapa‘a Elementary School serves
students in Kindergarten to sixth grade from the Kawaihau District, which includes the Wailuā
Homesteads and the ware east of the Wailuā River to Moloa‘a Steam. A unique feature of
Kapa‘a Elementary School is the Schools-Within-School (SWS) model.
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The primary impact of the project on educational facilities would be to provide an
additional recreational facility for students in the area. Students of Kapa‘a Elementary would be
most affected by the new facility as it is only 0.5 miles away from the project site. There is also
a need to establish a “home” field for Kapa‘a High School to serve their soccer team which has
been using the small soccer field at Kapa‘a Town Park thus far. The Kapa‘a High School soccer
teams will then be able to use the proposed park as their “home” field which will be regulation
sized. The new facility will provide students of all ages with more opportunities to participate in
recreational activities and may help to contribute to improving student physical education and
improved student health.
Other impacts to the school would consist of short-term construction-related activities.
Noise and dust emissions and construction related traffic would likely constitute the primary
impacts associated with construction activities In order to mitigate these impacts to the greatest
extent possible, the contractor would be required to comply with applicable regulations and
permit conditions governing construction activities to minimize disruptions to on-going classes,
and nearby residential areas. Best management practices would also be implemented to
minimize dust, erosion, and other nuisances from short-term construction activities. Any
increased traffic caused by construction activity would be temporary and subside as soon as
construction on the project is completed.

6.4

POLICE PROTECTION

The County of Kaua‘i Police Department provides services to the Kawaihau District from
its main station and administrative headquarters situated in Lihue. Police headquarters is located
approximately 8.5 miles south of Kapa‘a. Additional police protection, if needed, is located
approximately 13 miles north of Kapa‘a in Hanalei. Police staff may be hired to assist in
directing traffic during construction activities. However, these added services should not
negatively impact the Department’s ability to conduct normal operations.
There is also the possibility of some complaints to the Police Department from residents
over dust and noise from construction activities. As previously noted, however, the contractor
would be required to comply with applicable regulations and permit conditions governing
construction activities to minimize disruptions to nearby residents. Best management practices
would also be implemented to ensure that dust, erosion, and other nuisances from short-term
construction activities are kept to a minimum.
The Kapa’a Soccer Park is expected to have minimal impacts on the operations of the
police department. Such impacts are not expected to affect their ability to provide adequate
protection services to the surrounding Kapa‘a community and the larger Kawaihau District.
Therefore, this project should not have a significant impact on the police department’s ability to
provide protective services in the project area either during construction or upon completion of
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the new soccer park as the project is not expected to cause an increase in the population of the
surrounding area and thus generate any additional need for police protection services.

6.5

FIRE PROTECTION

The Kauai Fire Department has a fire station in Kapa‘a. Other stations are located in
Waimea, Hanapēpē, Kalāheo, Kōloa, Līhu‘e, and Hanalei. The County has a unified, islandwide system of fire protection and rescue services. The Kapa‘a Fire Station is approximately 1.5
miles from the project site, on the makai (east) side of Kūhiō Highway. Back-up service is
provided by the Lihue Fire Station.
This project is not expected to have a significant impact on the Fire Department’s ability to
provide fire protection services to the Kapa‘a community. The proposed soccer park will be
designed to meet fire and building code requirements. This will include providing necessary
hydrants, meeting fire flow requirements for water system improvements, and complying with
County standards for fire truck access to the park. Consequently, this project should not have a
significant impact on the department’s fire protection services.

6.6

MEDICAL FACILITIES

The only medical facility located within the Kapa‘a area the Samuel Mahelona Memorial
Hospital. The Wilcox Memorial Hospital and the Kauai Dialysis Unit are both in Lihue and are
both approximately six miles away. Emergency room services for Kapa‘a are provided by the
Samuel Mahelona Memorial Hospital. The hospital provides a 24-hour mid-level emergency
room service. Other types of services provided by the hospital include outpatient services, long
–term care, psychiatric services, tuberculosis services, and pharmacy services.
Emergency room medical services for the Kapa‘a community are also provided by the
Wilcox Memorial Hospital. The triage unit at the Wilcox Memorial Hospital has a waiting area
that can accommodate 30 people at a time and has 20 beds. For severe cases, the hospital has a
communication system that allows it to communicate with triage centers on Oahu. Patients with
severe and critical health conditions can be transported to Oahu via air ambulance.
Short-term construction activities associated with the project should have no impact on
medical facilities or the activities occurring there. Upon completion of the new soccer park
facility, the use of the soccer park should not impact these medical facilities or services provided
as the soccer park will be primarily used by current area residents and will not lead to an increase
in the area’s population.
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CHAPTER 7
CONFORMANCE WITH PLANS AND POLICIES
This chapter discusses the project’s conformance with the State Land Use District
regulations, State Environmental Policy (Chapter 344, HRS), and the regulations, policies, and
goals set forth under the County of Kaua‘i General Plan and Zoning district regulations
prescribed under Kaua‘i County Code.

7.1

STATE LAND USE DISTRICT

The State Land Use District Boundary Map for the Kapa‘a region indicated that the soccer
park facility project site is classified as “Urban” District. Chapter 1 included a figure showing
the project site in relation to the established State land use districts for this area.
Permitted uses or activities within the Urban District are provided by ordinances or
regulations of the county within which the Urban District is situated. Thus, Urban District lands
on the island of Kaua‘i are regulated by the ordinances and regulations of the County of Kaua‘i.

7.2

CHAPTER 344, STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY

This section discusses the project’s conformance and consistency with the pertinent goals,
policies, and guidelines described under Chapter 344, HRS, State Environmental Policy.
Environmental Policy
1.

Conserve the natural resources, so that land, water, mineral, visual, air and other
natural resources are protected by controlling pollution, by preserving or
augmenting natural resources, and by safeguarding the State’s unique natural
environmental characteristics in a manner which will foster and promote the
general welfare, create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can
exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other
requirements of the people of Hawai‘i.
The project would be consistent with this environmental policy as it would
conserve important natural resources within the residential and commercial areas of
Kapa‘a Town. The soccer park amenities would support recreational activities
already occurring in this area and provide needed facilities. These improvements
would be designed and constructed to minimize effects on natural resources, control
pollutants during construction by implementing best management practices, and
include review by approval by pertinent regulatory agencies. This project would not
have an adverse impact on natural resources or the environment as emphasized in the
previous sections of this document.
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The new soccer park site location is relatively level thus minimizing the need
for extensive grading. The design of this project will incorporate safeguards to
protect the unique natural environment and characteristics associated with this project
area. Best management practices would be implemented during construction to
minimize runoff and other short-term impacts such as fugitive dust and noise.
Structures would meet all applicable Federal, State and County building requirements
and regulations to protect the environment. This project will also conserve natural
resources such as open space lands, and is not anticipated to impact the shoreline or
the ocean.
2.

Enhance the quality of life by:
A.
B.

C.

D.

Setting population limits so that the interaction between the natural and
manmade environments and the population is mutually beneficial.
Creating opportunities for the residents of Hawaii to improve their quality of
life through diverse economic activities which are stable and in balance with
the physical and social environments.
Establishing communities which provide a sense of identity, wise use of land,
efficient transportation, and aesthetic and social satisfaction in harmony with
the natural environment which is uniquely Hawaiian.
Establishing a commitment on the part of each person to protect and enhance
Hawaii’s environment and reduce the drain on nonrenewable resources.

This project would be consistent with these environmental polices regarding the
quality of life. The new soccer park would not adversely affect the existing or future
resident population in Kapa‘a or the establishment of new communities. The
proposed park does not involve any new homes or visitor units, and short-term
construction jobs are expected to be filled by Hawai‘i residents not resulting in any
in-migration. Construction of this project would create additional short-term
construction related jobs for island residents involved in the construction industry and
generate indirect benefits to other businesses as discussed in Chapter 4 of this
document. This soccer park would greatly improve park facilities in the area by
supporting the island’s soccer programs and benefiting both the residents and players.
This soccer park will directly benefit the Kapa‘a community.
Guidelines
1.

Population
A.

Recognize population impact as a major factor in environmental degradation
and adopt guidelines to alleviate this impact and minimize future degradation.
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Recognize optimum population levels for counties and districts within the State,
keeping in mind that these will change with technology and circumstance, and
adopt guidelines to limit population to the levels determined.

The project would not affect the existing or future resident population in Kapa‘a
or cause the establishment of new communities. The proposed improvements do not
involve any new homes or visitor units, and short-term construction jobs are expected
to be filled by Hawai‘i residents not resulting in increased in-migration.
2.

Land, water, mineral, visual, air, and other natural resources
A.
B.

Encourage the management practices which conserve and protect watersheds
and water sources, forest, and open space areas.
Establish and maintain natural area preserves, wildlife preserves, forest
preserves, marine preserves, and unique ecological preserves.

This project would be consistent with these guidelines because the
improvements would not impact those natural resources identified such as
watersheds, forest preserves, wildlife preserves, or unique ecological preserves.
Appropriate measures would be incorporated into the project’s design to minimize
erosion and address appropriate drainage requirements.
3.

Flora and fauna
A.
B.

Protect endangered species of indigenous plants and animals and introduce
new plants or animals only upon assurance of negligible ecological hazard.
Foster the planting of native as well as other trees, shrubs, and flowering plants
compatible to the enhancement of our environment.

As discussed in this document, this project would not impact endangered plants
or animals since none are known to be present on the project site or immediate
surrounding area. This project would also not introduce new plants or animals to the
area which may contribute to an ecological hazard on flora or fauna in the region.
4.

Parks, recreation, and open space
A.

B.

Establish, preserve and maintain scenic, historic, cultural, park and recreation
areas including the shorelines, for public recreational, educational, and
scientific uses.
Protect the shorelines of the State from encroachment of manmade
improvements, structures, and activities.

The project is not expected to impact significant historic properties or cultural
resources and practices as discussed in Chapter 3 since there are no known sites
present or traditional cultural practices affected by the project. Due to the project
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site’s inland location, the shoreline should not be affected by this project, nor would
this project restrict the public’s access to shoreline resources. Proposed park
improvements would not adversely impact any recreational area or scenic visual
resources along the shoreline since none are present or occur within project site.
5.

Citizen participation
A.

Provide for expanding citizen participation in the decision making process so it
continually embraces more citizens and more issues.

The environmental review process allows for public and government agency
input to express concerns and comments associated with the project. Such
opportunities include pre-assessment consultation efforts and the availability of the
Draft EA for public review. Thus, the public consultation process incorporated
within this environmental review process provides the general public and decisionmakers with a diverse array of information to consider in evaluating this project.

7.3

COUNTY OF KAUA‘I GENERAL PLAN

This section discusses the project’s conformance with pertinent policies from the County of
Kaua‘i’s General Plan which was adopted under Ordinance No. 753 on November 30, 2000.
The General Plan establishes policy for the long-range development, conservation, use and
allocation of land, water, and other resources in the County of Kaua‘i. The General Plan
includes vision statements which describes the desired state of the County 20 years into the
future. Furthermore, the General Plan included policies intended to achieve that vision as well as
implementing actions that set forth recommended courses of action to carry out the policies.
Consistency with Applicable Policies and Implementation Actions
A.

Heritage Resources Map
1.

Policies:
(a)

The Heritage Resource Map depicts natural, cultural and scenic resources
that are important to the County of Kaua‘i and that are intended to be
conserved. The mapping of important landforms, streams and other
physical elements represents the general location of the resource. The
mapping of historic and archeological sites, other features and Scenic
Roadway Corridors is intended to be representational, not precise.

(d)

Projects undertaken with State or County lands or funds shall be
designated to conserve heritage resources.

The Kawaihau Planning District Land Use Map shows the project site as being
designated as Urban Center. The Kawaihau Planning District Heritage Resources
Map matches the Urban Center designation. Additionally, the Kawaihau Planning
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District Heritage Resources Map designates portions of Kūhiō Highway between
Kapa‘a Town and Anahola which are considered scenic roadway corridors, and
identifies selected historic and archaeological sites in the area as heritage resources.
Based upon this heritage resources map, the project site is not located within the
vicinity of portions of Kūhiō Highway’s scenic corridors. Furthermore, there are no
registered historic buildings, or any other important heritage sites located within the
project site. The project would be consistent with the Kawaihau District Land Use
Map along with the district’s heritage resources map since it will not be affecting any
identified cultural, historic, or archaeological heritage resource. The project will also
not affect scenic view planes along the coast or Kūhiō Highway’s scenic corridor.
B.

Scenic Views
1.

Policies:
(a)

In developing public facilities and in administering land use regulations,
the County shall seek to preserve scenic resources and public views.
Public views are those from a public place, such as a park, highway, or
along the shoreline.

(b)

The County shall observe the following general principles in maintaining
scenic resources:
1.
2.

3.

Preserve public views that exhibit a high degree of intactness or
vividness.
Preserve the scenic qualities of mountains, hills, and other elevated
landforms, qualities such as the silhouette against the horizon and
the mass and shape of the landform.
Preserve the scenic qualities of lowland/open space features, such as
the shoreline, the edge of a coastal bluff, a marsh, a fishpond, or a
historic or cultural property. Structures should not impede or
intrude upon public views of the feature and should not alter the
character of the immediate area around the land feature, historic or
cultural property.

There are no significant visual resources situated within the project site that
would be affected by the soccer field or accessory structures nor are there any
important coastal views from Kūhiō Highway within the vicinity of site. This project
would thus not alter any significant natural landforms or obstruct existing public
views of the shoreline and scenic resources. Furthermore, the amenities planned for
the project such as the comfort station and parking lot will be designed to be nonintrusive, low-scaled buildings in keeping with the surrounding environment. The
comfort station will be painted in colors complimentary to the surrounding
environment.
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Historic and Archeological Sites
1.

Policies:
(a)

Preserve important archeological and historic sites and provide: (1) a
buffer area between the site and adjacent uses; and (2) public pedestrian
access, as appropriate to the site.

The project is not expected to have adverse impacts on significant historic
properties or cultural resources and practices as discussed in Chapter 3 of this
document. Coordination with SHPD has been conducted to address the project’s
effects on such resources. An Archaeological Inventory Survey was conducted for
the project site and based upon the results of the inventory survey, the project specific
effect recommendation by CSH is “no historic properties affected.” Thus, the project
is not expected to impact cultural, historic, architectural, or archaeological resources.
However, in the event subsurface historic sites such as cultural layers or human burial
are encountered during construction, all work would stop and the SHPD would be
notified immediately.
D.

Watersheds, Streams and Water Quality Policy
1.

Policies:
(a) New Development
1.

(b)

Reduce average annual post-development sediment in runoff (total
suspended solids), so that it is no greater than pre-development
levels.
2.
Maintain post-development peak runoff rate and average volume at
levels similar to pre-development.
Site Development Plan, design and develop sites to:
4.

(c)

Limit land disturbance activities such as clearing and grading, and
cut and fill to reduce erosion and sediment loss
Construction Site Erosion and Sediment Control

1.
2.

Reduce erosion and, to the extent practicable, retain sediment onsite
during and after construction.
Prior to land disturbance, prepare and implement an approved
erosion and sediment control plan or similar administrative
document that contains erosion and sediment control provisions.

This project is not an incompatible development with the surrounding natural
environment. It involves the construction of a soccer park and related amenities such
as a comfort station and parking lot. The comfort station and parking lot will be
appropriately designed to meet County building requirements and compliment the
surrounding physical environment. The site is relatively flat, already disturbed and
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absent of distinctive land forms, does not involve a water recharge area, and absent of
significant or important vegetation. The grading involved with this project should
actually improve the existing drainage and vegetation of the site. Erosion control
measures will be addressed during the design phase of this project and plans
coordinated with the appropriate agencies.
E.

Native Hawaiian Rights
1.

Policies:
(a)

Under the State Constitution and the county Charter, the County of Kaua‘i
is empowered to promote the health, safety and welfare of all inhabitants
without discrimination as to ethnic origin. As part of carrying out its
responsibilities under the Constitution and the Charter, the County
recognizes the rights of native Hawaiians and the laws concerning lands
and waters that have been established through the State Constitution,
State and Federal laws, and State and Federal court decisions. No
County ordinance or rule shall modify or diminish these rights:
1.

2.

3.
4.

Kuleana lands, water rights and access rights provided under the
Kuleana Act of 1850, as recognized in current statutes, rules and
court decisions.
Traditional and customary rights of Native Hawaiians, such as for
access and gathering, provided under the State Constitution and
Hawai‘i Revised Statutes, as interpreted by the courts (i.e. the PASH
case).
Burial rights provided under the Hawai‘i Historic Preservation Act
and federal Native American Graves Repatriation Act.
Preservation of historic properties and archaeological resources
provided under the federal Archaeological Resources Protection Act
of 1979; the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966; and the
Hawai‘i Historic Preservation Act.

The project will be consistent with these policies as it will not diminish any
native Hawaiian rights specified by the referenced laws and court cases. Studies
conducted and discussed in this document show the proposed improvements should
not have an adverse effect on historic sites, and necessary mitigative measures will be
implemented to ensure this in compliance with the identified regulations.
F.

Scenic Roadway Corridors
1.

Policies:
(a)

The purpose of designating Scenic Roadway Corridors is to conserve open
space, scenic features, and views within and along Kaua‘i’s most heavily-
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traveled routes. The policy of conservation recognizes the vital function of
these roadways in meeting the public need for transportation. It also
recognizes the legitimate desire of private landowners to make economic
use of their lands. The intent of this policy is to establish basic principles
for roadway design and land use within these scenic corridors and
provide a basis for County action to establish programs and regulations to
implement them.
The project will not affect scenic roadway corridors since the portion of Kūhiō
Highway adjacent to the project site is not within a designated scenic roadway
corridor. Therefore, the perseverance and environmental impacts of scenic roadway
features will remain unaffected by the projects proposed improvements.
G.

Water Supply
1.

Policies:
(a)

Develop a long-range plan to guide expansion, improvement, and
rehabilitation of County water systems.

(b)

Coordinate planning of future water system development and rate
structures with General Plan policies and guidelines.

(c)

Support compact development by giving priority to water supply
improvements for existing and planned Urban Center, Residential
Community, and Resort areas, while also supporting development in
already established Agricultural Communities.

The County Department of Water Supply (DWS) currently provides water
supply service to the Kapa‘a to Anahola districts. The main water mains are routed
along Kūhiō Highway with distribution lines extending into smaller subdivisions.
Park improvements affecting water demand and facilities would be associated with
park amenities such as the drinking water fountains, comfort station, and irrigation.
During the project’s design, appropriate design plans would be coordinated with the
County DWS for review and approval.
G.

Wastewater Treatment
1.

Policies:
(a)

The County and private utilities shall develop and operate wastewater
collection, treatment and disposal systems as necessary to serve urban
areas for the purposes of safeguarding public health, potable water
supplies, and the quality of stream and ocean waters.

The project would require wastewater facilities for uses within the new comfort
station. As mentioned earlier in the project description, the project will connect to the
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existing County sewer line collection system located along Kūhiō Highway.
Connection to the Kūhiō Highway sewer main will be via a new wastewater line
situated along the existing cane haul road. Plans for this project’s wastewater
improvements will be coordinated with the appropriate County agency.
H.

Drainage and Flood Control
1.

Policies:
(d) Regulations and drainage improvements shall be consistent with the
following principles:
1.
2.
5.

6.
7.
8.

Use natural drainage ways for storm runoff waterways wherever
possible.
Avoid channelization or alteration of natural drainage ways.
Require detention basins in new developments, in order to maintain
pre-development storm water flow rates. Requirements shall be
based on the two-year storm but may be increased.
To conserve land, develop detention basins in conjunction with park
or open lands and design for multiple uses.
Protect buildings from the 100-year flood.
Where there are no downstream drainage systems or if the
downstream systems lack sufficient capacity, require retention
facilities sufficient to maintain 100-year storm flows at predevelopment rates and conditions.

The proposed soccer park and related accessory improvements will be
constructed to minimize potential damage from flood hazards and erosion.
Improvements will not include any channalization or alteration of natural drainage
ways. The soccer park and accessory facilities will be designed in accordance with
County standards and regulations which include addressing runoff, erosion control,
and flood protection.
Furthermore, best management practices would be
implemented during the construction phase of this project.
H.

Energy
1.

Policies:
(a)

Require new buildings to incorporate economically-feasible design and
equipment to save energy.

The new comfort station provided as part of this project would already require
minimal new energy consumption, and would be designed to save energy to the
extent practicable. The proposed soccer park is not planned to include energy
generating equipment such as lighting for the field, however the comfort station may
require lighting which requires minimal new energy consumption.
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Police and Fire Safety
1.

Policies:
(a)

Evaluate fire protection services island wide, with particular attention to
the east side, from Wailuā to Anahola.

The proposed project is not considered a population generator and does not
include the addition of new residential units on the island of Kaua‘i. Therefore, this
project should not have a significant impact on the ability for the police or fire
departments to provide services to the Kapa‘a area.
I.

Parks and Recreation
1.

2.

Policies:
(a)

Develop and maintain Kaua‘i’s parks to meet the needs of the island’s
various communities and of both residents and visitors.

(b)

Provide convenient access to all of Kaua‘i’s beaches and inland
recreation areas.

(c)

Provide for the safe and secure use of public park and recreation
facilities.

(d)

Give high priority to improving maintenance of grounds and comfort
stations.

Implementing Action
(a)

New Sites and Facilities
1.

2.
3.

4.

Develop new sites, facilities, and recreational opportunities in areas
that are deficient in outdoor recreational opportunities or
overburdened by the number of park users.
To the extent possible, utilize land in existing County parks that had
not been fully developed for recreation uses.
Construct park facilities in a manner which avoids adverse impacts
on natural resources or processes in the coastal zone or any other
environmentally sensitive area. In the design of recreation areas,
incorporate natural features of the side and use landscape materials
that are indigenous to the area where feasible in order to retain a
sense of place.
Link recreational attractions, that may be designed to have distinct
identities and entries, with surrounding areas through the use of
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connecting roadways, bikeways, walkways, landscape features
and/or architectural design.
The project would be consistent with these polices and implementing action
since the improvements planned supports those listed. The project will provide new
recreational opportunities to local residents and visitors in the form of a new soccer
park. In addition, the project will provide needed facility accessories such as a
comfort station and parking lot for park users and will improve the overall safety of
the area by developing vacant lands into park uses.

7.4

COUNTY ZONING DISTRICT

The County of Kaua‘i zoning map for the Kapa‘a area indicates the current zoning
classifications for the project site and surrounding areas. Based upon this zoning map, the
project site is zoned both Open and R-20, Residential with maximum 20 dwelling units per acre.
Figure 1.4 showed the County of Kaua‘i zoning classifications for the project site and
surrounding areas.
According to the County of Kaua‘i’s Comprehensive Zoning Ordinance, permitted uses
and structures within both the R-20 and Open include public and private parks. As such, the
proposed soccer park facility and related accessory improvements would meet the public parks
use definition and are permitted uses within these districts. However, a Use Permit would be
required because the property lies within the Kapa‘a/Wailuā Development Plan’s Special
Planning Area “C.” Therefore, a Use Permit will be sought from the County Planning
Department after the completion of the environmental assessment process.
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CHAPTER 8
AGENCY AND PUBLIC CONSULTATION
Consultations with various government agencies and the community have been conducted
for this project as part of the process implemented in preparing this document. Such efforts
consisted of distributing pre-assessment solicitation letters to several agencies to obtain their
input and comments on the project identifying issues which should be addressed along with the
publication of the Draft EA.
Publication of the Draft EA also provided an opportunity for government agencies and the
community to review the document and provide comments. A public informational meeting was
also held to receive comments on the Draft EA. These consultation efforts are discussed in this
Chapter, and copies of comments received are included in Appendix B of this document.

8.1

PRE-ASSESSMENT CONSULTATION (DRAFT EA)

Letters providing project information along with a preliminary site plan were sent to
various consulted parties in April 2006 to solicit their initial comments and concerns associated
with the project as part of the preparation of this Draft EA. A listing of agencies and
organizations for which consultation letters were sent is provided below. Those providing
written responses are identified with a “»” symbol. Copies of written comments received along
with responses to them are included in Appendix B. Comments received have been addressed in
the appropriate sections of this Draft EA.
Federal Agencies
•

»
•

»
•
•

Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service
Department of the Army, U.S. Army Engineer District, Honolulu, Regulatory Branch
Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Island Region
Department of Interior, National Park Service, Pacific West Region, Honolulu
Department of the Interior, Water Resources Division, U.S. Geological Survey
Department of Transportation, Federal Highways Administration, Hawai‘i Division

State of Hawai‘i Agencies

»
•
•
•
•
•

»

•

Department of Accounting and General Services
Department of Agriculture
Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT)
Department of Defense
Department of Education, Kaua‘i Schools Superintendent
Department of Education, Kaua‘i Interscholastic Federation
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
Department of Health
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»
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»
»
»
»
»
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Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR)
Department of Transportation
Environmental Planning Office
Land Use Commission, DBEDT
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Office of Planning, DBEDT
State Parks Division, DLNR
State Historic Preservation Division, DLNR

County of Kaua‘i Agencies
•
•
•

»
•

»
»
•
•
•

Civil Defense Agency
Department of Planning
Department of Public Works, Engineering Division
Department of Public Works, Building Division
Department of Public Works, Roads and Highways Division
Department of Public Works, Wastewater Management Division
Department of Water
Fire Department
Office of Community Assistance, Recreation Agency
Police Department

Non-Governmental Agencies
•
•
•
•
•

»1
»2
•

1
2

The Honorable Bryan J. Baptiste, Mayor, County of Kaua‘i
The Honorable Hermina M Morita, Representative, 14th Representative District
The Honorable Gary L. Hooser, Senator, 7th Senatorial District
Ms. Donna Palmer, AYSO 941 East
Mr. Bob French, AYSO 940 West
Mr. Karl Ubongen, HYSA/AYSO
Kapa‘a Business Association
Mr. Greg Gonsalves, Kapa‘a High School Althletic Director

Input was obtained on the preliminary site plans being developed.
On May 2, SSFM International, Inc. staff met with representatives of the Kapa‘a Business Association
(KBA) in the Pi‘ikoi Building on Kaua‘i. The purpose of this meeting was to update KBA on the current
status of the Kapa‘a Soccer Park Facility and gather their input on the proposed project.
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DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT COMMENTS

The Draft EA for this project was published in the September 8, 2006 issue of the State
Office of Environmental Quality Control’s The Environmental Notice, initiating a 30-day public
comment period that ended on October 9, 2006. Copies of the Draft EA were distributed to the
following parties for review and comments. Those parties that submitted comments are
indicated by “»” next to them. Comment letters received from these parties along with
correlating response letters from the applicant are included in Appendix B. This Final EA has
incorporated additional information in response to these comments received.
Federal Agencies
•
•
•

»

•

Department of Agriculture, Natural Resources Conservation Service
Department of the Army, U.S. Army Engineer District, Honolulu, Regulatory Branch
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Pacific West Region, Honolulu
Department of the Interior, Water Resources Division, U.S. Geological Survey
Department of Transportation, Federal Highways Administration, Hawai‘i Division

State of Hawai‘i Agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

»
»
»
»
•
•

»

Department of Accounting and General Services
Department of Agriculture
Department of Business, Economic Development and Tourism (DBEDT)
Department of Defense
Department of Education, Kaua‘i Schools Superintendent
Department of Education, Kaua‘i Interscholastic Federation
Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
Department of Health (DOH)
Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR)
Department of Transportation, Kaua‘i District Office
Environmental Planning Office, DOH
Land Use Commission, DBEDT
Office of Environmental Quality Control
Office of Hawaiian Affairs
Office of Planning, DBEDT
State Parks Division, DLNR
State Historic Preservation Division, DLNR

County of Kaua‘i Agencies
•
•
•

»

Civil Defense Agency
Department of Planning
Department of Public Works, Engineering Division
Department of Public Works, Building Division
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Department of Public Works, Roads and Highways Division
Department of Public Works, Wastewater Management Division
Department of Water
Fire Department
Office of Community Assistance, Recreation Agency
Police Department

Non-Governmental Agencies
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8.3

The Honorable Bryan J. Baptiste, Mayor, County of Kaua‘i
The Honorable Hermina M Morita, Representative, 14th Representative District
The Honorable Gary L. Hooser, Senator, 7th Senatorial District
Ms. Donna Palmer, AYSO 941 East
Mr. Bob French, AYSO 940 West
Mr. Karl Ubongen, HYSA/AYSO
Kapa‘a Business Association
Mr. Greg Gonsalves, Kapa‘a High School Althletic Director

PUBLIC INFORMATIONAL MEETING

A public informational meeting was held by the County DPW to solicit input and
comments on the project and Draft EA. The meeting was held on October 26, 2006 at 6:30 p.m.
at the Kapa‘a Neighborhood Center. Public notifications of these meetings were published in the
October 13, 2006 issue of The Garden Isle News and the Honolulu Star Bulletin newspapers.
Notices of this meeting was also distributed to properties within 300 feet of the project site.
A copy of the attendance sheet for this informational meeting is provided in Appendix B
along with a summary of comments received at that meeting. General comments received at this
meeting could be grouped into a few categories which are summarized below along with
discussions as to how they are being addressed.
1. General comments about the soccer park site alternatives included the following:
• Asked how many parking is provided in the conceptual site plan?
While the conceptual site plan was showing approximately 100 parking spaces, it was
emphasized that the plans were not finalized and that number may be higher or lower
depending on the final design.
• Asked if only one field would be built at a time.
The soccer fields will be built at the same time.
• Asked how close are the fields to each other?
Although they looked to be in close proximity in the site plans, the fields would be
about 30 to 40 feet apart from each other.
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• Asked how high will the fences be around the park?
Typically, fencing around the park will be 6 feet tall in compliance with County design
standards. However, fencing behind the fields nearest the existing businesses along
Kūhiō Highway would be between 8-12 feet tall to minimize balls being kicked over
them.
• Commented it would it be wiser to bring restroom closer to Kūhiō Highway to
shorten the length of sewer line.
Due to a flood zone within a portion of the site, the location of the comfort station was
sited outside of that zone to minimize flooding impacts and design constraints. It was
also preferable to keep the restroom closer to the parking lot and more centrally
located to both soccer fields.
• Recommend twice the number of women’s stalls as men’s.
The comfort station footprint was intended to be of sufficient size to serve a district
level park facility, and was planned to have six women stalls. The project’s design
phase will determine the final configuration of this facility and number of stalls.
• Recommend night lighting for the soccer fields.
Night usage will be limited to the football field at Kapa‘a New Park. Also, night
lighting was not planned due to potential problems it could cause to certain birds
(Newell’s Shearwater) with migratory patterns in this region.
• Recommend adding more bike racks.
The project’s design phase will determine the appropriate number of bike racks to
provide at this park site. The project’s concept was to provide bike racks and did not
specify the exact number.
• Comment that the multiple field concept was good.
No response necessary.
• Raised questions on flooding in the canal and potential for drainage problems.
A large portion of the site is within the flood zone designed as Zone AE (100 year
flood) with the remaining portion of the site within Flood Zone X (500 year flood)..
The Moikeha Canal is designated Zone AE, however, the flood boundary is generally
confined within the canal. The existing drainage patterns for the site will be
maintained and should not have adverse impacts on the surrounding environment. No
significant impacts are anticipated to Moikeha Canal due to this project.
• Asked if pavilions will be constructed?
No pavilions will be constructed because shade will be provided by trees. The intent
was to keep the park open and as flexible as possible to accommodate various activities
for the community.
• Recommend irrigation for the shade trees and grass and non-compacting surface for
playing fields.
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Irrigation will be provided for the soccer fields and a landscaping plan will be
developed as part of the project’s design phase. Non-compacting surface will be
considered for the soccer fields as part of the project’s design phase.
• Asked which other facilities the soccer park will be tied into?
A pedestrian bridge will be installed across the canal from the soccer park site to
provide a connection to the Kapa‘a New Park site. In the future, the State plans to
construct a two way bridge for cars across Moikeha Canal and extend Kahau Road to
provide another connection between the two park sites.
2. Comments about parking and pedestrian accessibility included the following:
• Asked if cars be allowed to park along the bypass road?
Current State DOT plans indicate that no street parking will not be allowed along the
temporary one-way bypass.
• Asked if overflow parking will be located at the new park?
The County bridge planned across the Moikeha Canal will provide pedestrian access to
the Kapa‘a New Park. As a result, overflow parking could be accommodated at the
Kapa‘a New Park site since persons could walk to the new soccer park from this area.
• Asked what are the guidelines for parking?
Currently, there are no parking requirements for park sites under the County of
Kaua‘i’s comprehensive zoning ordinance. The City and County of Honolulu
standards are 12 stalls per field. However, this number is usually not adequate for
soccer park sites due to overlap of games and activities. Thus, the parks conceptual
plan was to provide parking stalls well above these standards. The final number of
parking stalls provided will be developed during the project’s design phase.
3. Comments about the proposed Kapa‘a Relief Route association included the following:
•

Asked if the permanent bypass (Kapa‘a Relief Route) would be constructed before
the soccer park is constructed?
It is probable that the soccer park will be completed prior to the completion of the
permanent relief route.
• What are the issues with the State DOT right-of-way for Alternative 1 (Figure 2.5).
There are no right-of-way issues since this alternative accommodated the preliminary
boundary of proposed property acquisition.

4. Comments on the connection to other resources in Kapa‘a included the following:
•

Provide a pedestrian path from Kapa‘a High School to the field at the north end of
the park.
This improvement is outside the scope of this project and not directly applicable with
the project’s need and objectives. Such a path includes properties and other
landowners outside of the County’s project site. The County will consider and evaluate
this request for possible action on it in the future as a separate project.
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• Provide access from the multi-use coastal trail to the soccer park.
Providing a connection of the County’s bike path improvements (coastal trail) to the
soccer park site is outside of this project scope and not directly applicable to the
project’s need and objectives. Accommodations are being made within the park site to
accommodate bicyclists and pedestrians along with creating a pedestrian bridge across
the Moikeha Canal to allow access to the Kapa‘a New Park site. However, such bike
path improvements providing a connection to the soccer park site from the present
route would need to be implemented separately from this project. Access to the soccer
park site would probably need to occur along the State DOT’s extension of the
temporary bypass road.
• Provide vehicular access from Kūhiō Highway to the soccer park site to minimize
left-turns and provide more convenient direct access.
The soccer park site is presently land-locked with no existing public vehicular access.
However, with the State DOT’s construction of the extension of the temporary bypass
road, vehicular access to the project site will now be provided. However, that bypass
road is limited to a one-way (southwest to Līhu‘e bound) directional movement. Thus,
the only direct access to the soccer park site will be turning from Kūhiō Highway onto
the temporary bypass road extension. The County is planning a pedestrian bridge
across the Moikeha Canal to allow pedestrian access to the Kapa‘a New Park site
under this soccer park project.
With implementation of the future permanent Kapa‘a Relief Route, this highway along
the project site will be two directional and multiple lanes. However, vehicular access
to the site is planned to be restricted by the State DOT to only right-turns into and out
from the site. The State DOT also plans to extend Kahau Road and provide a new
vehicular bridge across the Moikeha Canal to connect to the soccer park. This would
provide another vehicular access to the soccer park site.
• Commented that park users may walk through the businesses sites situated along
Kūhiō Highway to get to the soccer park site. It was suggested that a connection
along the Moikeha Canal could be provided to mitigate this travel through
businesses.
A chain link fence would be constructed between the soccer park site and business
properties along the highway. This would prevent persons from cutting through
businesses to access the soccer park site. The fence along this area would also be
taller than the typical 6-foot height to minimize balls being kicked into their properties.
A pedestrian connection along the canal to the soccer park could be considered as a
separate project by the County in the future. However, such a path is not being
included under this project at this time. Implementation of such a path would possibly
affect other State, privately-owned, or State Department of Hawaiian Homeland
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properties. Thus, negotiations with affected landowners would be required to assess its
feasibility before details of a plans could be developed.
5. Comments on the projects environmental impacts included the following:
•

Asked where the wetland areas were located in relation to the project site?

The wetland areas in question would not be affected by this project as they are located
further mauka (inland) and south of the project site. No wetlands are present on the
project site.
•

Asked why an Environmental Assessment is required?

Generally, any use of State or County funds or State or County lands requires
compliance with State environmental regulations which includes the preparation and
processing of an Environmental Assessment for this particular project.
6. Asked what will happen to the Kapa‘a Beach Park once the soccer park is constructed,
and if Lydgate Park will have full size (120 yards by 80 yards) regulation fields?
The County has not determined at this time what will happen to the existing soccer field
at Kapa‘a Beach Park after the completion of this soccer park project. The County
plans to work with the community to determine if any changes to the future use of that
site are needed and what it should be changed to. It was discussed that improvements
are currently being implemented at Lydgate Park to add three new regulation sized
soccer fields.
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CHAPTER 9
FINDINGS AND DETERMINATION
To determine whether a proposed action may have a significant effect on the environment,
the Approving Agency needs to consider every phase of the action, the expected primary and
secondary consequences, cumulative effect, and the short- and long-term effects. The Approving
Agency’s review and evaluation of the proposed action’s effect on the environment would result
in a determination whether: 1) the action would have a significant effect on the environment, and
an Environmental Impact Statement Preparation Notice should be issued, or 2) the action would
not have a significant effect warranting a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI).
This chapter discusses the results of the environmental assessment conducted of the
proposed Kapa‘a Soccer Park in relation to the 13 Significance Criteria prescribed under the
State Department of Health’s Administrative Rules Title 11, Chapter 200. The purpose of this
assessment was to consider the “significance” of potential environmental effects which includes
the sum of effects on the quality of the environment along with the overall and cumulative
effects. The resulting findings are discussed below for each criterion.

9.1

FINDINGS
1.

Involves an irrevocable commitment to loss or destruction of any natural or
cultural resource.

The proposed improvements would not result in the irrevocable commitment to loss
or destruction of any natural or cultural resource. As discussed in Chapter 2 of this Draft
EA, the improvements are intended to provide a recreational soccer park for Kapa‘a. This
project would help to alleviate the current shortfall of available soccer fields within the
Kawaihau District. The proposed soccer park would be constructed within an undeveloped
site in a generally urbanized part of Kapa‘a. Thus, there would be no destruction or loss of
any significant, endangered, or threatened botanical, faunal, geological, or other natural
resources.
In terms of archaeological and historic resources, there are no known historic or
culturally significant sites within or surrounding the project site. In the event subsurface
human remains or other indications of human activity older than 50 years are encountered
during construction activities, all work would stop immediately and the SHPD notified.
The treatment of human remains encountered would be determined and conducted in
accordance with the applicable requirements of Chapter 6E, HRS, and Chapter 13-300,
Hawai‘i Administrative Rules.
The project would also not restrict access to surrounding areas that may be potentially
used for traditional native Hawaiian cultural practices or the cultural practices of any other
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cultures. This project would not prevent access to shoreline areas or surrounding mauka
areas that may be used for traditional gathering or other cultural practices, as other access
points exist to reach the shoreline and surrounding mauka areas.
2.

Curtails the range of beneficial uses of the environment.

The project would not curtail the range of beneficial uses of the surrounding
environment. The site chosen for this project is currently undeveloped and located within
an urban setting. Existing surrounding land uses include residential, commercial, and park/
open space. Therefore, the improvements planned would not change the existing uses of
such lands. Existing surrounding uses would remain as the soccer park is constructed and
completed. Thus, the proposed project will not limit or significantly impact existing uses
or the surrounding environment.
3.

Conflicts with the State’s long-term environmental policies or goals and guidelines
as expressed in Chapter 344, HRS, and any revisions thereof and amendments
thereto, court decisions, or executive orders.

The improvements proposed under this project would not conflict with the State’s
long-term environmental policies or goals and guidelines expressed in Chapter 344, HRS.
This Draft EA addressed the probable environmental impacts associated with the project,
which would be primarily associated with short-term construction activities. Generally, the
project would be consistent in conserving natural resources in the area, and enhancing the
quality of life for residents in Kapa‘a, specifically that of soccer players and park users of
all ages.
4.

Substantially affects the economic, social welfare, or cultural practices of the
community or State.5

As discussed under Chapter 4, the project would not have any significant negative
impacts on the economic structure of the Kawaihau District, or the social welfare of the
Kapa‘a community. The project would create a short-term, minor economic benefit by
generating construction jobs and personal income. Improvements planned are limited to
construction of the comfort station, parking lot, necessary infrastructure such as electrical,
sewer, and water connections to the County’s existing facilities. As a result, there should
be no negative impact or change to the overall character of the community. In terms of
cultural practices, there are no known cultural resources at the project site or traditional
native Hawaiian cultural practices occurring within the project area. Therefore, the
proposed soccer park is not expected to have negative impacts upon cultural resources or
the social and economic welfare of the Kapa‘a Community or State of Hawai‘i.
5

This significance criteria was modified to reflect the recent change to Chapter 343,
HRS approved by the Governor as Act 50 on April 26, 2000. This Act added “cultural
practices” as part of the factors considered in determining the significance of an effect.
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Substantially affects public health.

The project is not expected to substantially affect public health since it would involve
the construction of a soccer park in Kapa‘a. The proposed park facility would improve
public health by providing a safe park with adequate amenities for soccer games and
general park usage.
6.

Involves substantial secondary impacts, such as population changes or effects on
public facilities.

The project should not have any secondary impacts on the social environment or
infrastructure and public facilities. The project strictly involves only construction of a new
soccer park and accessory improvements, and does not include residential housing or
visitor accommodations. Therefore, there would not be any elements of the project
contributing to in-migration of residents or additional visitors to the island. The project
would also not significantly impact other existing infrastructure facilities or public facilities
in the immediate area due to the type of improvements being proposed as discussed under
Chapter 2 and 4 of this document.
7.

Involves a substantial degradation of environmental quality.

The proposed project would not involve a substantial degradation to the quality of the
surrounding environment. Improvements are limited to construction of new soccer park
and accessory improvements. As a result, construction activities would be performed on
undeveloped areas, and necessary best management practices would be implemented
during construction to minimize erosion and other short-term impacts.
8.

Is individually limited, but cumulatively has considerable effect upon the
environment or involves a commitment for larger actions.

This project only involves the construction of the new soccer park and accessory
improvements as described in Chapter 2 and 4 of this document. Impacts associated with
these improvements were addressed in this document, and are mainly associated with
construction activities. Thus, the cumulative impacts of these improvements were
considered in assessing environmental impacts, and it was determined that the project
would not have a significant effect on the environment. This project does not involve the
commitment for larger actions on the proposed soccer park or community.
9.

Substantially affects a rare, threatened, or endangered species, or its habitat.

There are no known endangered, threatened, or rare botanical resources on the project
site, or faunal and avifaunal species inhabiting the area which may be affected by
construction activities or the operation of the new soccer park. Necessary control measures
and best management practices would be implemented to minimize runoff and other
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potential short-term impacts associated with construction activity. Thus, the project is not
expected to substantially affect rare, threatened, or endangered species or potential habitat
for such species.
10.

Detrimentally affects air or water quality or ambient noise levels.

The project should not have a detrimentally significant impact on air, water quality,
or ambient noise levels. Impacts associated with these factors would be limited to shortterm construction activities. However, such impacts are expected to be minor due to the
relatively small amount of grading and excavation necessary for the project. To further
minimize impacts on air and water quality, construction activities would be subject to
applicable State regulations as discussed under Chapter 3 of this document.
11.

Affects or is likely to suffer damage by being located in an environmentally
sensitive area such as a flood plain, tsunami zone, beach, erosion-prone area,
geologically hazardous land, estuary, fresh water, or coastal waters.

The soccer park project site is located within an environmentally sensitive area
characterized by the flood plain. A marginal portion of the existing project site is within
the Zone AE flood plain. However, it is not situated within a tsunami inundation zone,
erosion-prone area or geologically hazardous area. Consequently, this property would not
be affected by those hazards or impact such environmentally sensitive areas. Construction
of the soccer park and amenities such as the comfort station and parking lot would be done
in conformance to City design standards and other agency requirements associated with
this flood area. Furthermore, the locations of the comfort station and parking lot are
planned to be in the Flood Zone X which is associated with minimal flood hazards.
12.

Substantially affects scenic vistas and view planes identified in county or state
plans or studies.

The proposed soccer park is not expected to affect scenic vistas or view planes since
none are known to exist with the park’s vicinity. As discussed in Chapter 3, there are no
significant scenic and open space viewing points for the public on or around the proposed
soccer park. The project site for the comfort station is located mauka of existing buildings
along Kūhiō Highway whose height is high as or higher than the parks comfort station.
Construction and the operation of this soccer park is thus expected to have minimal or no
effect on visual resources or public viewing points.
13.

Requires substantial energy consumption.

The project would not require substantial energy consumption or increased electrical
facilities to serve the proposed soccer park. Improvements planned are relatively minor
and can be serviced using existing electrical distribution facilities and power generating
sources. The proposed soccer park is not planned to include energy generating equipment
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such as lighting for the field, however the comfort station may require lighting which
requires minimal new energy consumption.

9.2

DETERMINATION

Based upon the result of the environmental assessment documented in this Final
Environmental Assessment, a Negative Declaration, also referred to as a Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI), determination is warranted for the Kapa‘a Soccer Park Project. The
findings supporting this determination are based upon the previous discussion of the project’s
affect on the environment in relation to the 13 Significance Criteria.
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APPENDIX A
PHOTOGRAPHS OF PROJECT SITE
AND SURROUNDING AREAS

Photo 1 - Cane Haul Road (off Kuhio Highway)

Photo 3 - Cane Haul Road facing west

Photo 5 - Unlined Drainage Way facing east

Photo 2 - Cane Haul Road facing east

Photo 4 - Cane Haul Road facing east

Photo 6 - Unlined Drainage Way Along Cane Haul Road

Photo 7 - Existing Vegetative Cover on Proposed Soccer
Field Site

Photo 8 - Neighboring Properties Near Proposed
Soccer Field Site

Photo 9 - Cane Haul Road Leading to New Bridge

Photo 10 - Moikeha Canal under New Bridge
(Mauka Side)

Photo 11 - Moikeha Canal Old Bridge (buttom) and New
Bridge (above) (Makai Side)

Photo 12 - Existing Contractor Staging Area Near Proposed
Field Site

Photo 13 - Moikeha Canal

Photo 14 - Cane Haul Road to Proposed Soccer Field
Site

Photo 15 - Adjacent Housing Mauka of Cane Haul Road

Photo 16 - Adjacent Housing Mauka of Cane Haul
Road

Photo 17 - Cane Haul Road and Kuhio Hwy. Intersection

Photo 18 - Cane Haul Road and Kuhio Hwy. Intersection

Photo 19 - Kuhio Hwy. Lihue-Bound Traffic

Photo 20 - Neighboring Businesses Near Proposed
Soccer Field Site

Photo 21 - Neighboring Businesses Near Proposed
Soccer Field Site and View of Kuhio Hwy.

Photo 22 - Existing Vegetative Cover on Proposed Soccer
Field Site.

Photo 23 - Parking Area of Shops Bordering Proposed
Soccer Field Site.

Photo 24 - Storage Yard (Rented Area) Adjacent to Proposed
Soccer Field Site.

APPENDIX B
CONSULTATION EFFORTS

APPENDIX B1
PRE-ASSESSMENT CONSULTATION
COMMENT LETTERS AND RESPONSES

APPENDIX B2
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
COMMENT LETTERS AND RESPONSES

APPENDIX B3
CHAPTER 6E-42 HISTORIC
PRESERVATION REVIEW LETTER

APPENDIX C
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SURVEY

